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Abstract 
The last decade has seen an explosion in the growth and use of the Internet. Rapidly 
evolving network and computer technology, coupled with the exponential growth of 
services and information available on the Internet, is heralding in a new era of 
ubiquitous computing. Hundreds of millions of people will soon have pervasive 
access to a huge amount of information, which they will be able to access through a 
plethora of diverse computational devices. These devices are no longer isolated 
number crunching machines; rather they are on our desks, on our wrists, in our 
clothes, embedded in our cars, phones and even washing machines. These computers 
are constantly communicating with each other via LANs, Intranets, the Internet, and 
through wireless networks, in which the size and topology of the network is 
constantly changing. Over this hardware substrate we are attempting to architect new 
types of distributed system, ones that are able to adapt to changing qualities and 
location of service. Traditional theories and techniques for building distributed 
systems are being challenged. In this new era of massively distributed computing we 
require new paradigms for building distributed systems. 
This thesis is concerned with how we structure distributed systems. In Part I, we trace 
the emergence and evolution of computing abstractions and build a philosophical 
argument supporting mobile code, contrasting it with traditional distribution 
abstractions. Further, we assert the belief that the abstractions used in traditional 
distributed systems are flawed, and are not suited to the underlying hardware substrate 
on which contemporary global networks are built. In Part U, we describe the 
experimental work and subsequent evaluation that constitutes the first steps taken to 
validate the arguments of Part I. 
The experimental work described in this thesis has been published in [Clements97] 
[Papaioannou98] [Papaioannou99] [Papaioannou99b] [Papaioannou2000] 
[Papaioannou2000b]. In addition, the research undertaken in the course of this PhD 
has resulted in the publication of [Papaioannou99c] and [Papaioannou/Minar99]. 
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Preface 
Mobile Code IS a new and generally untested paradigm for building distributed 
systems. Although gamering many plaudits and continually increasing in popularity, 
the technology and research field remain relatively immature. So far, most research 
has focused on the creation of mobile code frameworks, and as yet, there is no 
conceptual framework with which to contrast results. Equally, there is no clear 
understanding of the new abstractions offered by this paradigm. Further, many 
conclusions drawn about the technology remain qualitative and subjective. This 
dearth of quantitative results means as yet it has not been possible to evaluate the 
potential of both the technology and the paradigm. 
It is against this backdrop that the work described in this thesis has been conducted. 
Before an accurate and infonned decision about the suitability of mobile code 
technology can be made, a fuller appreciation of the paradigm is required. It is the 
author's opinion that the central essence of a new paradigm is the abstraction it offers 
to the designer. Therefore, the contribution of this thesis addresses the issues of 
understanding and evaluating the design abstractions offered by mobile code. 
The first part of this thesis is concerned with building an understanding of the 
abstractions offered by mobile code, and the implications of using them. Certainly, it 
would be impossible to undertake this research without a context within which to 
analyse the new paradigm. To this end, we trace the emergence and evolution of 
abstractions employed throughout the history of computing, in an attempt to 
understand the reasons behind the existence of contemporary traditional distribution 
abstractions. We also build a philosophical argument supporting mobile code, 
contrasting it with traditional distribution abstractions. Further, we assert the belief 
that the abstractions used in traditional distributed systems are flawed, and are not 
suited to the underlying hardware substrate on which contemporary global networks 
are built. 
In chapter one, we review the history of computing, and the abstractions that have 
been employed within this field. We begin our journey by examining the early years 
of computing, and trace the consecutive developments that have shaped the evolution 
of our present day computing landscape. We build a picture of the key phases in this 
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evolution, and the gradual layering of abstractions, one atop another, that 
characterises evolution in this area. 
In chapter two, we return to focus more directly on the emergence of distribution. In 
examining today's distribution mechanisms we show that the fundamental abstraction 
in these systems is one of location transparency. The chapter demonstrates that the 
emergence of location transparency is a result of the layers of abstraction found 
beneath it. We argue that by using the location transparency abstraction we are 
attempting to impose an unsuitable abstraction onto the underlying computational 
substrate. 
In chapter three, we begin our examination of the new design abstractions offered by 
Mobile Code. We discuss what makes mobile code systems different from 
contemporary ones and characterise these new abstractions as embodying local 
interaction. Finally, we argue that by employing this new paradigm we are using an 
abstraction more wholly suited to the underlying computational substrate, and thus to 
building distributed systems. This chapter concludes our philosophical argument 
concerning the structuring of distributed systems. 
The philosophical argument built in Part I is extensive, and a full experimental 
investigation is beyond the scope and timescale of a PhD. Therefore, in Part II we 
take the initial steps required to validate the arguments expressed in Part 1. If Part I 
was concerned with understanding the mobile code abstraction, then Part II is 
concerned with using and evaluating it. The experimental work is conducted by 
applying the new paradigm to a real world manufacturing system application, based 
on data derived from an industrial case study. 
In chapter four, we present the rational for the experimental research undertaken in 
this thesis, and describe how it will support the arguments made in Part 1. Further, we 
describe the technical issues involved with implementing mobile code abstractions, 
and discuss some of the advantages claimed for this new technology. Lastly, we 
review several of the better-known mobile code frameworks available to researchers, 
before presenting IBM's Aglet Software Development Kit, the framework used in our 
experimental work. 
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In chapter five, we describe a case study undertaken in the UK. The case study has 
been used to generate a real-world model of the Sales Order Process (SOP) of a 
manufacturing enterprise that is used in the subsequent implementation work. In 
addition, several requirements of the company were identified which will be used in 
later chapters as "scenarios for change" with which to test and measure our 
experimental implementations. 
In chapter six, we describe the creation of two prototype mobile code systems. Their 
common parts and differences are discussed, along with the supporting tools that have 
been created. 
In chapter seven, we begin our evaluation of the two prototype systems. Firstly, we 
describe the process through which we have generated several tangible software 
metrics. We then evaluate the prototypes through the "scenarios for change", and 
reflect on what has been learnt. 
In chapter eight we conclude the research undertaken in this thesis, and discuss the 
implications of the work, and avenues for further investigation. 
3 
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1 Abstraction 
1.1 Introduction 
Computers are fulfilling an increasingly diverse set of tasks in our society. They are 
silently assuming many mundane but key tasks, providing seamless assistance to 
support our lifestyles. They control our car engines, our environmental climate and 
even our toasters. Increasingly, sophisticated hardware is the supporting substrate for 
increasingly complex software. Yet despite major advances in our understanding of 
the construction of software, building flexible and reliable systems remains a 
considerable task. Increasingly powerful abstractions are employed by software 
engineers in an attempt to reduce the cognitive complexity of such tasks. 
The emergence of computing abstractions has been instrumental in defining today's 
computing landscape. To fully understand its present day shape, we must first 
understand the forces and issues that influenced its evolution. This chapter presents a 
brief history of computing and the levels of abstraction developed and employed 
within this field, and discusses the emergence of each abstraction. 
1.2 A Brief History of Computing Time 
"In the beginning there was binary. And '10, von Neumann did say 'that's too 
damn tough to understand! Can't we make it any simpler?'" 
In the 1940's, the mathematician John von Neumann pioneered research into 
formalising the basic architecture for a computing machine. The Von Neumann 
architecture specified a computer in terms of three main components: 
• A Memory: a large store of memory cells that contain data and instructions 
• An Input/Output unit: to enable interaction and feedback with the user 
• A Central Processing Unit (CPU): responsible for reading and writing instructions 
or data from the memory cells or from the 110 unit 
During execution, the CPU takes instructions and data from the memory cells one at a 
time, storing them in local cells known as registers. The instructions cause the CPU 
to manipulate the data via arithmetic or logic operations, before assigning any results 
back to memory. Thus, the execution of instructions results in a change in the state of 
5 
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the machine [Burks46]. The three components of a computer are able to interact via a 
communications bus (see Figure I). 
1/0 Memory CPU 
~ 
b s if Ii ~ bu us 
Figure l. The von Neumann Computer Architecture 
Von Neumann's research was based on the earlier theoretical work of Church and 
Turing on state machines [Church4l] [Turing36]. Importantly though, it established a 
hardware architecture for a computing machine that would serve as a reference 
platform for decades to follow. Although we are generally accustomed to thinking of 
computers as extremely complex machines, the central architecture itself is quite 
simple. At the most basic level Harel states: 
"A computer can directly execute only a small number of extremely trivial 
operations, like flipping, zeroing, or testing a bit" [HareI87] 
Nonetheless, von Neumann had taken the first step along a long path of evolution that 
would culminate in the computer systems we take for granted today. This evolution 
could not have taken place without advances in hardware design and manufacture, 
however, for the scope of this thesis we are interested only in the abstractions and 
technologies that have evolved to support the construction of software. 
Since its creation, the von Neumann architecture has fundamentally influenced the 
way we think about and build our computing systems. Most contemporary 
programming languages can be viewed as abstractions of the underlying von 
Neumann architecture. These languages retain as their computational model that of 
the von Neumann architecture, but abstract away the details of execution. The 
sequential execution of language statements (instructions) changes the state of a 
program (computational machine) through assignment and manipulation of variables 
(memory cells). These languages, known as imperative languages, have developed 
through the addition of layers of increasingly high levels of abstraction [Ghezzi98]. 
In the next section we examine the emergence and evolution of imperative languages, 
6 
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and discuss the ascending tower of abstractions that we use to construct software 
systems. 
1.3 Procedural Abstractions 
Programming a computer to perform a particular task in the early years of computing 
was extremely difficult and time consuming [MacLennan87]. The von Neumann 
architecture provided a computational model that programmers could use to 
manipulate physical memory locations. Nevertheless, this was still an arduous task, 
as each memory location was identified by a long binary string. Humans do not 
naturally think in binary, and programming in this manner was not only complex but 
also prone to error [Hopper68]. 
To alleviate the inherent difficulties with working in binary a new family of 
languages, known as assembly languages [Harel96], were developed. Assembly 
languages served as a primitive form of abstraction, which masked the architecture of 
the underlying hardware. With this new abstraction, programmers were able to 
specify memory locations symbolically, rather than with an unwieldy binary string. 
The creation of assembly languages was the next step towards unlocking the full 
potential of the computer. Using them, programmers were no longer concerned with 
the location of individual registers and memory cells. They were able instead to 
program with symbolic representations of their computing machines. From here, it 
was a relatively simple matter to begin constructing repeatable computing algorithms 
from assembler symbols [Wexelblat81]. These algorithms became a layer of 
abstraction above the assembly symbols, which themselves were a layer of abstraction 
above the hardware. Quickly, the pattern for computing evolution had been defined: 
it would evolve through the gradual layering of ever subtler and complex levels of 
abstraction. Each layer abstracting away the minutiae whilst retaining as their 
underlying computational model the von Neumann architecture. Figure 2 shows the 
abstractions of assembly languages, and then computing algorithms layered over the 
underlying von Neumann computational model. 
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Programmer's ~ 
perspective G 
I, 'F Computing Algorithms .. I 
I Assembly Languages I 
\ ~ ~ ~ 
Von Neumann Machine 
Figure 2. Early Layers of Abstraction 
These early layers of abstraction were a considerable improvement in the way 
computer programs were constructed. However, even more significant improvements 
in the usability of computers would occur with the arrival of programming languages. 
A programming language is a formal notation for describing algorithms for execution 
by a computer [Ghezzi98]. They provide abstractions to overcome the complexities 
involved in constructing a software program, so that a programmer does not need to 
be capable of manually producing the many machine level instructions that are 
required to get a computer to perform a particular task. The first types of 
programming languages developed were known as pseudo code languages. 
Pseudo codes arose because in some instances programmers found that the hardware 
specific instructions available on their particular computing architecture were not 
sufficient to support the range of operations they required. Pseudo codes are machine 
instructions that differ to those provided by the native hardware on which they are 
being executed. They are invariably executed within an interpreter [MacLennan87], a 
software simulation of a computational machine, a virtual machine, whose machine 
language is the pseudo codes. The virtual machine would normally offer facilities 
that were not available in the real computer, for example, new data types (e.g. floating 
point) or operations (e.g. indexing). Ergo, pseudo codes added yet another, higher 
layer of abstraction, and were the initial steps taken in moving towards a tool that 
allowed a programmer to construct software in a language that bore no resemblance to 
its machine code representation [Hopper68]. Unfortunately, pseudo code languages 
8 
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were hampered by slow execution speeds, since the interpreter had to first convert the 
codes to native instructions prior to execution. To overcome this inefficiency a new 
tool known as a compiler was produced. A compiler is a computer program that 
translates programs specified in high-level languages, for example pseudo codes, into 
the native hardware's assembly language [HareI93). The program need only be 
translated once, but could be executed at native speeds many times, which was a 
distinct advantage over programs that had to be interpreted every time. 
The advent of compilers led to the creation of new programming languages, known as 
I sI generation languages. The best known of these are IBM's Mathematical FORmula 
TRANslating system (FORTRAN) [IBM56), COmmon Business Oriented Language 
(COBOL) [DoD6I), and ALGOrithmic Language (ALGOL) [Perlis58) which 
appeared in the mid to late 1950's respectively. These languages allowed a 
programmer to use a mathematical notation in order to solve a problem. FORTRAN 
and ALGOL were defined as tools for solving numerical scientific problems, those 
that required complex computations on relatively simple data, for example simulating 
numerically the effects of a nuclear reaction. COBOL was developed as a tool for 
solving business data-processing problems, those that required computations on large 
amounts of structured data, for example a payroll application. It was able to satisfy 
the needs of the bulk of the applications of the day, and its success has meant it 
remains in use over thirty years after its introduction [Wilson93). 
The advent of compilers and I sI generation languages meant it was possible to develop 
computer programs without any knowledge of how your program was actually 
transformed into the native instruction set required by the machine upon which it was 
intended to execute; the translation was automatically performed by the compiler. 
One of the most important concepts embodied in the abstractions offered by I sI 
generation languages was the separation of a program into two distinct parts. The 
description of the data contained within the program was known as the declarative 
part, and the program logic that controlled the execution of the program and 
manipulation of the data was known as the imperative part. 
Once begun, the development of programming languages progressed rapidly, and 
soon 2nd generation languages would emerge. These new languages were generally 
descendants of 1 SI generation languages, influenced by the lessons learnt in the early 
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years. They are characterised by offering a much higher level of structured flow 
control to the programmer whilst simultaneously introducing new techniques to aid 
the composition of computer programs. Typical of this set oflanguages is ALGOL 60 
[Naur63]. The product of a committee, ALGOL 60 introduced major new concepts 
such as syntactic language definition [Backus78], the notion of block structure 
[Wilson93] and recursive programming [Ghezzi98]. Further improvements to 
structured flow in languages such as loops, conditional statements, sequential 
constructs and subroutines [Harel93] meant that some of the hardware-influenced 
instructions prevalent in 1st generation languages, such as the infamous GOTO' 
statement [Dijkstra68], could be removed. 
By the 1970's it was becoming clear that the need to support reliable and maintainable 
software had begun to impose more stringent requirements on new programming 
languages [Ghezzi98]. Programming language research in this period emphasised the 
need for eliminating insecure programming constructs. Among the most important 
language concepts investigated in this period include: strong typing [Cardelli85], 
static program checking [Abadi96], module visibility [Pamas72a], concurrency [Ben-
Ari90] and inter-process communication [Simon96]. Greater significance was now 
placed on building reliable software, and the term software engineering [Naur68] was 
used to describe an emerging methodology for dealing with the full lifecycle of 
software development, from specification to production. In general, it is fair to say 
that 3'd generation languages built on the previous generation by working at 
improving the software engineering principles inherent, and enforced by the 
languages. Some important examples of 3'd generation languages are Euclid 
[Lampson77], Mesa [Geschke77] and CLU [Liskov8l]. The development of these 
languages was directly influenced by the need to improve systems programming 
[Wilson93], the creation of operating systems and tools such as compilers, and to 
produce verifiable programs. 
In the last half of the 1970's new languages such as Pascal [Jensen85] [IS090b] and C 
[Kemighan78] were developed. Both offered the programmer power, efficiency, 
modularisation and availability on a wide array of platforms. With Pascal though, 
Wirth aimed to create a language that would also be suitable for teaching 
I Strangely, the much maligned GOTO statement continues to exist in many languages 
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programming as a logical and systematic discipline, thus encouraging well-structured 
and well-organised programs. C on the other hand combines the advantages of a high 
level language with the facilities, flexibility and efficiency of an assembly language. 
However, to ensure the degree of flexibility required by systems programmers C does 
not include type checking, meaning that it is much easier to write erroneous programs 
in C than in Pascal [Wilson93J. Both languages continue to be widely and 
successfully employed today. 
1.3.1 Commentary 
When von Neumann first specified his computing architecture, he set the direction in 
which our computing landscape would evolve. Since then, we have evolved through 
the gradual layering of increasingly powerful abstractions upon each other. The 
progressive development of programming techniques that ascended via early 
unwieldy bit strings, through assembly mnemonics, pseudo codes, compilers and three 
generations of programming languages signified the first phase of our evolution. In 
this phase programmers were gradually lifted out of the mire, and spared the task of 
remembering the location of each cell or register they wish to use. They were now 
able to specify programs in powerful and efficient languages, without requiring any 
hardware specific knowledge of the computer they were using. By progressively 
exploring and building up the layers of abstraction, the computer had been 
transfonned from a slow and cumbersome behemoth to a powerful, flexible tool. 
In this thesis we tenn this period of computing the procedural abstraction phase. It is 
characterised by the development of new computing abstractions and new techniques 
for controlling program structure and flow. Figure 3 illustrates the individual layers 
of abstraction discussed in the previous section. Each box roughly represents the 
beginning of each abstraction, and is intended to depict the progressive layering of 
abstractions as programming languages were developed. Certainly each box should 
not be interpreted as a finite lifetime for each abstraction. For example, assembler 
continues to be heavily used in modem military aircraft systems [Bennet94J. 
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1.4 Programming Abstractions 
"Show me your [code] and conceal your [data structures], and I shall 
continue to be mystified. Show me your [data structures]. and I 
won't usually need your [code]; it'll be obvious." [Raymond98] 
citing and re-interpreting [Brooks95] 
The mid to late 1970's saw a new trend develop within the world of computing. 
Supported by more powerful tools and languages programmers began to build 
increasingly large and complex programs [DeRemer76J. These programs were no 
longer standalone edifices, capable of performing a single task. Rather, they were 
systems, capable of a multitude oftasks. 
The sheer size of these systems meant that for reasons of clarity and maintenance it 
was becoming increasingly important to organise programs into discrete modules 
[Knuth74J. With the Modula-2 language [Wirth77J. Wirth attempted to extend Pascal 
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with modules and while not wholly successful the experiment was an indication of the 
possible advantages [Wilson93]. Language researchers soon realised that it was not 
only advantageous to separate programs into discrete modules, but also to 
conceptually encapsulate data and logic within larger entities. Such encapsulations 
were known as abstract data types [Hoare72] and enabled the progranuner to specifY 
new data types in addition to those primitives already supported by the language. For 
these new abstractions, programmers could define operations through which they 
could be manipulated, while the data structure that implements the abstraction 
remained hidden. Information or data hiding [Pamas72a] ensures that the internal 
data of a new type will only be manipulated in ways that are expected. The late 
1970's and early 80's saw an explosion of new programming abstractions, such as type 
extensions [Wirth82], concurrent programming [Andrews83] and exception handling 
[Goodenough75]. Again, the motivation was to make software more maintainable in 
the long term. A resulting synthesis of many of these new techniques is the language 
Ada [OoD80], which can be viewed as the state-of-the-art for that time. 
The 1980's saw the arrival of Object-oriented Programming (OOP), the origins of 
which can be traced back to Simula 67 [Birtwistle73]. An object is an encapsulation 
of some data, along with a set of operations that operate on that data. Operations are 
invoked externally by sending messages to the object [Blair91]. Thus, each object is 
an abstraction that both encapsulates and acts upon its logic and data respectively. 
This allows a progranuner to view their system as being composed of conceptually 
separate entities, or objects. The oop abstraction also builds on the previously 
discussed advances in modularity, data abstraction and information hiding, by 
including facilities for software reuse [Ghezzi98]. Newly created objects in the 
system are not implemented from scratch, rather they may inherit pre-existing 
behaviour from a parent object, and implement only the required new behaviour. 
OOP initially became popular through the success of Smalltalk [Goldberg83], but was 
more widely accepted with the advent of C++ [Stroustrup92], an extension of C. 
Other popular 00 languages include Dylan [Apple92], Emerald [Raj91], Modula-3 
[Nelson91] and more recently Java [Gosling96]. 
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1.4.1 Commentary 
I n this thesis we term tltis ascendance from building progTalTIs, to architecting systems 
as the programming abstraction phase. It is characterised by the development of new 
teclutiques for modularity, data abstraction and software reuse, and would result in 
systems that were easier to change and maintain [DeRemer76] and were more reliable 
[Horowitz83]. In Figure 4 below we see the programming abstraction phase continue 
the gradual layering of abstractions. 
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Figure 4. Layers of abstraction in tbe Programming Abstraction Phase 
1.5 The Far Side 
So far, we have concentrated solely upon the ascending layers of abstractions that are 
present and supported by imperative or procedural languages. These languages 
employ the von Neumann architecture as their underlying computing model, and are 
greatly influenced by the necessity for efficient execution. 
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With the decreasing costs of computer hardware, however, radically different designs 
of computing machine have become possible. This has opened up the possibility that 
other computational models could be found, and that it may be possible to design the 
computer hardware to fit the model, rather than the other way round [Wilson93]. As 
early as the 1960's there have been attempts to define programming languages whose 
computational models were based upon well-characterised mathematical principles, 
rather than on efficiency of implementation [Ghezzi98]. These alternative camps can 
be split into functional and logic programming languages. 
Functional languages use as their basis the theory of mathematical functions, and they 
differ greatly from imperative languages as they do not support the concept of 
variable assignment. Assignment causes a change in value to an existing variable, 
whereas the application of a function causes a new value to be returned. This has 
important implications for the problem of concurrency, since in an imperative 
language it is possible to refer to a variable or object that has been reassigned without 
your knowledge. In a functional language, a function may be called at any time, and 
will always return the same value for a given parameter [Hudak89]. Further, since 
variables cannot be altered by assignment, the order in which a program's statements 
are written and evaluated does not matter; they can be evaluated in many different 
orders. Thus, programs can be modified as data and data structures can be executed 
as programs. The key concept in functional programming is to treat functions as 
value, and vice versa [Watt96]. 
The archetypal functional programming language is generally considered to be LISP 
[McCarthy60], which was developed in the late 1950's. It is based upon the theory of 
recursive functions and lambda calculus, work that was developed in the early 1940's 
by Church [Church41]. Since its creation LISP has become one of the most widely 
used programming languages for artificial intelligence and other applications 
requiring symbolic manipulation [Pratt84], for example symbolic differentiation, and 
has spawned a plethora of individual dialects. As with the imperative camp, there 
have been several other implementations offunctionallanguages during the following 
years, for example APL [Iverson62], ML [Milner90], Miranda [Turner85] and Haskell 
[Thompson96]. Latterly, the competing dialects of LISP were unified in Common 
LISP [Bobrow88]. 
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Another variant in the field of programming languages are those defined as logic 
programming languages. The main difference between functional and logic 
programming languages is that programs in a pure functional programming language 
define functions, whereas pure logic programming defines relations [Ghezzi98]. 
Logic programming languages first appeared in the late 1970's and are based on the 
principles of first order predicate calculus [Mendelson64] and eschew all relation to 
the underlying machine hardware. In contrast to other styles of programming, a 
programmer using a logic language is more involved in describing a problem in a 
declarative fashion than in defining details of algorithms to provide a solution 
[Callear94]. The knowledge about a problem and the assumptions about it are stated 
explicitly as logical axioms [Kowalski79]. This problem description is then used by 
the language's computational machine to find a solution. To denote its distinctive 
capabilities, in this case a computational machine that can execute a logical language 
is often referred to as an inference engine. Synonymous with logic programming, and 
the ancestor of all logic languages is PROLOG [Clocksin87]. 
1.5.1 Commentary 
The genres of functional and logic programming languages are an important 
contribution to our computing landscape. Both are declarative languages and are 
characterised as being independent of the underlying hardware upon which they are 
executed; they are abstractions that are not influenced by the von Neumann 
architecture. However, to achieve this independence efficiency has been sacrificed 
[Wilson93]. This, and the fundamental change of programming mindset required for 
those accustomed to the imperative style has been detrimental to their widespread 
acceptance and deployment outside of the artificial intelligence and expert systems 
communities. 
Perhaps most revealing in the functional vs imperative language debate is the 1978 
Turing Award lecture given by John Backus [Backus78]. In this, and his paper, 
Backus argues that conventional programming languages are fundamentally flawed in 
their design since as they are inherently linked to the underlying van Neumann 
architecture. Backus goes on to demonstrate the advantages of functional languages 
over imperative ones, and further introduces a new functional language, FP. His 
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assertion is that the underlying abstractions we use are important, and can affect the 
way we think, use and build computer systems and software. 
1.6 Conceptual Abstractions 
In the last decade, software engineering has been scaling new heights of abstraction. 
Program development has undergone a tremendous revolution; in the way that 
programs are entered into the computer, and the way programs are assembled from 
existing parts [Ghezzi98]. Programmers are now able to use integrated development 
environments and libraries of predefined modules to rapidly compose software 
systems visually [Zak98]. 
Recent developments such as Components [Sun97] allow developers to view their 
systems with a larger granularity than objects. Components may be large, for 
example a Request Broker consisting of hundreds of objects, or as a small as a GUI 
widget consisting of only a few objects. In addition, techniques such as Software 
Patterns [Gof93] enforce a rigid literary methodology for expressing the essence of a 
recurring software abstraction. A pattern may be viewed as a monograph on the 
particular abstraction, and describes the many facets required to consistently select 
and use an appropriate abstraction, what issues are involved and when not to use this 
pattern. It is a distillation of knowledge gained by many experts over the years. 
Aspect Oriented programming [Kiczales97], Actors [Agha97], and Agent Oriented 
Programming [Wooldridge99] are examples of techniques that attempt to remove any 
notion of hardware from the abstraction. In fact, one may view them as attempts to 
personify software. In particular, the autonomous agent community appears to be 
having much success with its approach, allowing designers to view and build systems 
in a new manner, with new perspectives [Jennings et a198]. 
These new abstractions are no longer merely based on technological developments in 
language or compiler design. They are conceptual abstractions, allowing the software 
designer to view their system at a level completely removed from any of the 
underlying hardware issues. Figure 5 is the culmination of this chapter's examination 
of the gradual layering of abstractions. It illustrates chronologically all three phases 
of abstraction we have identified: procedural, programming and conceptual, and how 
each individual abstraction has been layered over those preceding it. 
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1.6.1 Commentary 
The computers we build are no longer merely high-powered calculating machines; 
they are useful tools that can be both incredibly flexible, and stubbornly inflexible at 
the same time. Our on-going affair with computers has been characterised by our 
attempts to harness their power, and apply them to ever more diverse situations. This 
affair has been tempered, however, by the complexity inherent in a computing system. 
The complexity involved has forced us to continually refine the languages and tools 
we use to build software systems. In our efforts to understand and use the technology 
we abstract away the details, pasting on ever more elaborate facades to hide us from 
the true complexities involved in creating software. Gradually we have layered 
increasingly complex abstractions over those lying beneath, until it is no longer even a 
requirement to be aware of those early abstractions. Modern day programmers have 
rapid development tools and libraries with which to build software. They employ 
conceptual abstractions that bear no resemblance to underlying hardware upon which 
their creations will be executed. These layers of abstraction mean that modern day 
programmers are not required to be aware of the abstractions that lie below, that they 
depend on to deliver their creation. 
1.7 Concluding Remarks 
"Each successive language incorporates, with a little cleaning up, all the 
features of its predecessors plus a few more" [Backus78]. 
"Appropriate abstractions and proper modularisation help us confront the 
inherent complexities of large programs" [Ghezzi98] 
Abstractions are an immensely powerful tool. They allow us to manage the 
complexity of a situation, and to rationalise about it by removing those details we 
consider inessential. Further, as we attain understanding of complex issues, we 
construct additional layers of abstraction over those beneath, continually ascending. 
If we are to consider abstractions that exist within these layers we must understand the 
reasons for their existence, and the base abstractions that support the grand edifice. 
This chapter has presented a brief history of our progress up the computing 
abstraction tower. It has examined the chronological development of computing 
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architectures and programming languages, and presented a brief explanation of their 
existence. Latterly, the discussion continued by examining more recent programming 
and conceptual abstractions and their position in the Tower of Abstractions. Although 
the functional and logic programming camps offer us a declarative alternative they are 
in the minority. The overwhelming majority of languages in use today are imperative. 
They are powerful abstractions whose roots are found in the pioneering work of John 
von Neumann in the first half of this century. Our computing evolution has been 
characterised and dictated by the von Neumann architecture. It has influenced the 
design of all imperative languages to follow, and therefore those abstractions 
subsequently attained by using the languages. 
The aim of this thesis is to understand the mobile agent abstraction, a new technology 
and abstraction for building distributed systems. The review in this chapter has 
provided a context and history in which new and existing abstractions can now be 
reviewed. In the next chapter we examine the abstractions currently used in building 
contemporary distributed systems. 
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2 Towers of Babel 
2.1 Introduction 
In the 1970's, networking began to emerge as an important aspect of computer 
systems. Driven by applications in the military and airline industries, computer 
systems were connected and inter-operation became widespread [Cerutti83]. During 
the 1980's, distributed computing became a vital aspect of many computer systems. 
In the early 2000's, we are beginning to see the emergence of ubiquitous computing: 
characterised as a massive heterogeneous "sea" of disparate computational devices, 
with varying connection bandwidths and an ever-changing topology of connections 
[Weiser91]. 
This chapter examines the emergence of distribution and discusses the path of its 
evolution. In examining today's distribution mechanisms we show that the 
fundamental abstraction in these systems is one of location transparency. Further, we 
demonstrate that the emergence of location transparency is a result of the layers of 
abstraction found beneath it. We argue that by using this approach we are attempting 
to impose an unsuitable abstraction onto the underlying hardware substrate. 
2.2 The Advent of Distribution 
Before the invention of computers, processing information was both slow and tedious 
[Rose90]. The advent of computers has transformed the world, and the way in which 
we work with information [Simon96]. However, using and storing this information in 
isolation, like any expensive resource, is inefficient [Peters85]. Ergo, unless our 
computers are to exist in isolation, we require methods that allow computers to 
meaningfully interact [Cerutti83], and ways of transferring information between them. 
Communication networks, which interconnect computers and allow them to work in 
concert, are a common solution to this problem [Sloman87]. 
However, merely physically connecting computers is not enough to achieve logical 
interaction in its own right. Computers must adhere to a common set of rules or 
protocols for defining their interactions [Rose90]. By connecting separate computers, 
we make it possible for the programs executing on those computers to interact. When 
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processes on separate computers interact, we term the whole a distributed system. In 
the next section, we examine the software architectures used in building networks, 
which ultimately support any communication between networked computers. 
2.3 Distributed Communication 
A network is an interconnected collection of two or more autonomous 
computers [Tanenbaum96]. 
Distributed computing as we understand it today is a far cry from the limited facilities 
of early distributed systems, such as remote job entry handlers [Boggs73]. Their role 
however was simple - to allow scarce and expensive information and resources to be 
shared by users. Ever since computer users began accessing central processor 
resources from remote terminals over 40 years ago, computer networks have become 
more versatile, more powerful and inevitably more complex [Green80). 
At the heart of distributed computing are communication networks. They are the 
infrastructures that support information flow between computers. The initial 
development of such networks was fostered through experimental networks such as 
ARPANET [Roberts70) [Cerf74) and CYCLADES [Pouzin73). ARPANET, which 
went live in December 1969, was initially motivated by the requirements of the US 
Military for a communications network that could survive a nuclear war 
[Tanenbaum96). This early work established the procedures for connecting 
computers and facilitating their interaction. Just physically connecting computers was 
not sufficient to ensure successful interaction though. Two computers wishing to 
communicate must adhere to a common set of rules for defining their interactions. 
This rule set is termed a protocol, and is an agreement between the communicating 
parties on how communication is to proceed [Rose90). 
To reduce their design complexity, network architectures are organised as a series of 
layers or levels of abstraction, each built upon the preceding one. Whilst the number 
and nature of these layers may differ between architectures, their purpose is similar: to 
offer services to the higher layers, shielding them from the details of how the offered 
. services are actually implemented [Tanenbaum96). Each layer has its own particular 
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communication protocol, and collections of protocols defined in terms of a common 
framework are known as a protocol suite or stack [Rose90]. 
In early computer systems, it was common for each application found on a computer 
to employ its own protocol stack. This communication support was usually built into 
the application, and was not available for use by any other applications. This 
approach therefore had the inherent disadvantages of duplicated functionality and 
inefficient resource usage. To alleviate this undesirable situation, research focused on 
providing communication mechanisms at the operating system level through the 
provision of shared communication suites [Sloman87]. 
Although a vast improvement, facilities provided by the operating system were 
invariably specific to the particular type of computer on which they were executing. 
In the mid I 970s, computer vendors began to develop their own network 
architectures, to enable communication between their own ranges of machines. 
Important examples of this period are the Internet model [Metcalfe76] [Comer91] that 
emerged from ARPANET [McQuillan77], IBM's Systems Network Architecture 
(SNA) [McFadyen76] [Cypser78] [Gray83] and Digital's DECnet [Wecker80] 
[Malamud91]. This meant however, that since each suite was developed for the 
vendors' own machines, they were usually composed of proprietary (closed) 
protocols. This situation posed two considerable problems: 
• Systems from competing vendors were not able to interoperate 
• The communication specification was controlled by a single organisation 
Since the vendors controlled the protocol specification, they also had the power to 
change the specification at their discretion [Cerutti93]. Understandably, this made 
third party developers very nervous in adopting and working to a standard whose 
specification might be changed at any given moment. Although subsequent 
publishing of the protocol specifications aided their widespread adoption, the issue 
remained [Rose90]. Further, as each proprietary communication suite evolved, 
systems from competing manufacturers became even more incompatible. 
The splintered evolution of incompatible communication suites forced the computing 
community to realise that standards were required to enable interaction between 
different types of computer [Mullender93]. In 1977, the International Standards 
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Organisation (ISO) began working towards defining a non-proprietary (open) suite o f 
protocols. The resulting standard is known as the ISO Open Systems Interconnection 
(OSI) reference model [Zimmennatm80) [IS083) [OS184) [STA87), and is jointly 
defined by ISO and the international Telecol1m1Unications Union (ITU-Tl Most of 
the proprietary suites that preceded the OSI model have since undergone modification 
and are now considered as specialised incarnations of the OS] model. 
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Figure 6. The OSI Reference Model 
The OSl Reference model is structured into seven layers that represent the logical 
sequence of functions carried out when messages are constructed for transmission, 
dispatched, and then dismantled on arrival [Simon96). Tt also serves to provide a 
common basis for the co-ordination of communication systems standards 
development and to allow existing standards to be placed into perspective 
[Sloman87). An example of the OSI Reference Model is shown in Figure 6. Data at 
Host A is translated by the OS! stack into a form that can be communicated over the 
wire. It is then sent over the wire (perhaps via some network nodes), before it is 
reconstituted at Host B by the corresponding protocol suite, before fmally being made 
available to the destination application. 
2 Fonncrly the Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephones (CC lIT) 
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Of particular interest to this thesis is Layer 7 - the Application layer. The Application 
layer is the highest level of abstraction defined in the OSI model and is ultimately 
responsible for managing the communications between applications. It provides 
programming primitives that a developer is able to use to access the communication 
facilities offered by the full protocol suite. 
2.3.1 Commentary 
In the previous section, we have briefly examined the emergence of communication 
protocols, and protocol suites, that support distributed computing. Their role and 
existence has been vital in ensuring we are able to successfully network our 
computers. In themselves, protocol suites form a hierarchy of abstractions. They 
provide a mechanism for translating a signal on the wire up through the layers of 
abstraction until at the application layer the information can be manipulated via 
programming primitives. These primitives bear little resemblance to their 
representation 'on the wire' but a developer is able to call upon the communication 
facilities with relative ease. The advent of the OSI model, and particularly the 
Internet incarnation of that model, has made communication between distributed 
computers much simpler. There are now a number of well-known and widely 
deployed communication suites in existence [Tanenbaum96]. 
The OSI model, and the many incarnations of protocol suites in existence are 
important in that they allow computers to communicate in an agreed manner. They do 
not address how a distributed application may be constructed. These suites are only 
the enabling infrastructure. Further techniques and technology are required. In the 
next section, we examine the emergence of distributed systems and concentrate on 
developments within the application layer ofthe OSI model. 
2.4 Distributed Systems 
"A distributed system is one in which several autonomous processors and 
data stores supporting processes and/or databases interact in order to co-
operate and achieve an overall goal. The processes co-ordinate their 
activities and exchange information by means of information transferred over 
a communications network." [Sloman87] 
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To understand the evolution of distributed systems, we must briefly return to examine 
the history of computing systems. As discussed in Chapter I, the end of the 
procedural abstraction phase indicates a paradigm shift in the way software was 
constructed. Instead of just building monolithic standalone programs that ran in 
isolation, it became evident that building systems composed of smaller co-operating 
programs was a more effective way to construct software. Software architects began 
to divide their systems into discrete elements. These elements were programs in their 
own right, and became known as processes. A process is a running program that 
consists of an environment for execution and at least one thread of control 
[Coulouris94]. They are smaller, more manageable entities that still execute within 
the same computational machine, but are separately autonomous3• 
Dividing monolithic software systems into distinct processes had advantages for 
manageability, but meant a method was required that would allow executing 
processes to communicate with each other. Finding a solution to this problem became 
a widely researched issue with many languages gaining new facilities and 
programming primitives. These new facilities became known as Inter Process 
Communication (IPC) [Cashin80] [Fukuoka82]. 
2.4.1 Inter Process Communication 
An early method for communication between separate processes was a unidirectional 
stream of bytes, known simply as a pipe [Coulouris94]. On a UNIX machine, for 
example, a pipe can be used to join the 18 and more commands, e.g. '18 -1 I more'. 
The output of the 18 process is piped as input to the more process. 
Pipes were designed as a method for linking chains of simple data-transforming 
programs. Initially though, they did not support networked communication, and were 
not able to handle large volumes of data4 [Tanenbaum96]. A further drawback was 
that the pipes were bound to a specific source and target . process (18 and more 
respectively in the above example). Named pipes subsequently overcame this latter 
limitation, allowing pipes to exist independently of any particular process. 
3 With rcspL'Ct to the other processes. The operating system still controls all of the processes. 
4 Localliles are able to overcome this problem. 
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Since all interacting processes are local to each other in IPC, it is also possible to use 
the computer's RAM to implement a shared memory facility - a common region of 
memory addressable by all concurrent processes. Shared memory has become an 
important technique for use between communicating local processes. Unfortunately, 
there is no inherent synchronisation in this mechanism and it is easy for one process to 
write a value to memory for storage, and have another process overwrite it with a new 
value, or even erroneous data. To combat this problem, new techniques for 
synchronisation between processes were developed such as semaphores [Dijkstra68b], 
monitors [Hoare74] and sequences [Reed79]. 
A further communication mechanism developed was known as a Message queue. 
Message queues allow any process to write to a named queue and for any process to 
read from the queue. Synchronisation is inherent in the read/write operations and the 
message queue, which between them can support asynchronous communication 
between many different processes [Simon96]. Messages are distinguished by a 
unique identifier or message type, but are limited by being able to hold relatively 
small amounts of data. Table I lists the early IPC communication facilities, and 
details their advantages and disadvantages. 
Pipes Simple to use; easy to chain No network support; 
multiple pipes; insecure communication; 
Named Pipes Can exist unconnected to a As above; process; 
Can handle large volumes of Synchronisation problems; Local Files data; Simple to use; inefficient due to repeated disk access; 
Cannot handle large 
Shared Memory Very fast; very efficient; volumes of data; no 
inherent synchronisation 
Message Inherent synchronisation; Can only hold relatively 
Queuing unique identifiers; small amounts of data; 
Table I. Inter Process Communication Facilities 
As the use of these facilities proliferated, it became increasingly useful to provide 
them as standard components of the operating system. This was normally achieved 
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by providing programming primitives that system bui lders could then employ 
[Coulouris94). An early and well-known example are the IPC primitives provided in 
the BSD 4.x [Leffler89] versions of the UNIX [Ritchie74] operating system. These 
are inlplemented as a software layer over the underlying transport and network layers 
and are based on socket pairs, one belonging to each of a pair of communicating 
processes. Sockets provide a simple way of programming distributed applications 
using indirect message passing communication [Simon96). 
·-1 vNM A f···_···m. __ .... _.m .. _ ..... _ .. _.-
'--------' 
Shared fi le 
Shared memory 
Figure 7. lntcr Process Communication 
In Figure 7 we see an example of IPC. Two processes are communicating by using a 
combination of the techniques mentioned in Table I. By employing botJl local files 
and shared memory an optimum balance can be struck between vo lume of data and 
speed of access. Importantly, these techniques are ideal for communicating processes 
that exist within the same von Neumann machine. 
2.4.1.1 Commentary 
IPC was successful because it provided : 
• simple yet effeclive faci lilies 
• facilil ies des igned for Ihe loca l compuling context 
• faci lilies Ihal were able 10 lake advanlage of local resources, e.g. memory 
and file space 
The major facto r in the success of IPC however, stemmed from the abstraction it 
embodies. The IPC abstraction takes fu ll advantages of the constituent elements of 
the von Neumann architecture. Therefore, it is ideally su ited to the underlying 
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hardware upon which it is used. I PC was onl y useful , however, for communication 
betwecn processes that are executing with in the same computing machine. As 
computer networks increased in number and size, resources were scattered even 
further. This di stribution of resources meant that it was increas ingly use fu l for a 
process on one mach ine to be able to access a process or resource that was located on 
another. Unfortunately, the ex isting IPC mechani sms were designed for 
communi cati on between loca l processes only. They were compl ex and difficu lt to use 
in a networked manner. There was therefore a c lea r need fo r a simple mechanism to 
allow two networked machines to interact. 
In a seminal paper, Binel and Nelson [Bi rrel84) described a new mechani sm, Remote 
Proced ure Call s (RPC), which they bui lt for the Cedar [Teitelman84) programmlllg 
enviro nment to allow remote communicati on. 
2.4.2 Remote Procedure Calls 
At their simplest, Remote Procedure Ca ll s (RPC) are a mechani sm that fac ilitate a 
req uest/reply interacti on between two di stributed processes [Simon96). Thi s is 
similar to the traditional mechani sm of procedure ca ll s [Harel93) found in hi gh-l evel 
programming languages. The fundamental diffe rence is that the calling procedure 
executes in one computing machine, and the call ed procedure executes in another 
[Cerutti93), wh il .[ data is exchanged between the two communicating parti es . 
Bin'el and Nelson 's goal was to provide a mechanism through which remote processes 
could in teract. They al so aimed to make thi s mechani sm trallsparellt to the 
programmer by ensuring it was syntacti ca ll y s imilar, and as simple for the 
programmer to use as ordi nary procedure ca ll s [Simon96). Consequentl y, the 
mechani sm fo r RPC was modelled directly on the IPC fac ilities found in the Mesa 
programming language [M itcheI79]. Indeed, so successful were they that RPC has no 
distinction in syntax between a loca l and a remote procedure ca ll [Colouris94]' 
During an RPC call there are fi ve separate modules that interact to enable the call. 
They are the client, the client- stub, the RPC communications package (RPC 
Runtime) , the server-skeleton and the server (see Figure 8). When the clie nt wishes to 
ca ll a procedure that exists on a remote machine, it invokes the appropriate method in 
the cli ent-stub . To the client, thi s resembles a normal loca l procedure ca ll. The 
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client-stub then assembles one or more data packets that include the target procedure 
and the required arguments. These packets are then passed to the local RPC Runtime, 
which transmits them to the remote Runtime. On receipt, these packages are passed 
to the server-skeleton, where they are unpacked and passed to the target procedure in 
the server. Once this procedure has been executed, any results are packaged up and 
the process repeated in reverse. RPC is synchronous in nature, so while the server 
procedure is executing, the client is suspended, awaiting the result. The RPC Runtirne 
(or request broker) establishes a client/server re lationship between the interacting 
parties, removing the need for each party to be aware of the other's location. 
.' 
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Figure 8. A Remote Procedure Call 
Many RPC systems have subsequently been built, and they fall into two categories: 
I] The RPC mechanism is integrated with a particular programming language that 
includes a notation for defining interfaces between communicating processes 
2] A special purpose interface definition langua ge that is used for describing the 
interfaces between clients and servers 
In the first instance, languages such as Cedar, Argus [Liskov88] and Arjuna 
[Shrivastava89) achieve close language integration so that the requirements of remote 
procedure calls are handled by the language constructs themselves. The second 
instance includes examples such as Sun RPC [Sun89] and the Matchmaker interface 
language (Jones86) , which have the advantage of not being tied to a specific language 
environment. This is achieved by having a platform neutral language that can be used 
to specifY the names of procedures, and their required arguments, which the server is 
making available to the client. These specifications are known as interfaces, and are 
specified with an Interface Definition Language (IDL) [OMG99]. 
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Due to its request/reply nature RPC is an extremely good way of doing Client/Server 
applica tion work [Crichlow88]. Cli ent/Server is a parti cul ar paradigm for di stributing 
a system, where Ihe server is a manager of onc or more resources and a cli ent is a user 
of that resource. The paradigm lVas uscd ex tensively in the 1970's to structure 
opcrating system level process interaction [Simon96] [Wal sh85], and is still in 
extcnsive use today. One of the best contemporary examples being the World Wide 
Web [Berners-Lee92]. 
2.4.2.1 Commentary 
The major tenet of RPC can be summarised as: 
• The syntax for cal ling a loca l or remote procedu re is identica l 
• The locat ion of a resource is tra nsparent to the programmer and user 
• Communi cati on is synchronous, and engenders the client/server paradigm 
The earl y 1980's saw many breakthroughs in the di stributed systems arena. Some 
were influenced by earli er theoreti ca l propositions, such as communication between 
sequential processes [Hoare78], which were now being supported by the increasingly 
widespread adoption of the OS I networking suite. There were also attempts to 
incorporate RPC into ex isting programming languages, such as CO IC [Kramer83], 
whilst new programming languages that included di stribution fac ilities were also 
developed, for example SR [Andrews82]. Agai n, so many proprietary and differing 
RPC solutions meant that the computing landscape became fractured. 
In the same way that the chao of competing, incompatible and propri etary 
co t11munication protocols necessitated the creation of the OSI model, the need for a 
standardised model fo r di stributed applications was recognised. In 1987, ISO began 
wo rk on a Reference Model for Open Distributed Process ing (RM ODP) [Brenner87] 
[H tttchi son9 1] [I S092]. 
2.4.3 RM-ODP 
The RM-ODP model provides a framework for ODP standardi sation and for the 
specifi cation of systems using ODP standards [Cerutti93]. RM-ODP was an attempt 
to uni fy propri etary RPC systems, and di stributed application creation. As a model , it 
describes in detail the application layer of the OSI model (see Figure 6) . The dri ving 
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objecti ve behi nd its creation was to develop a di stribution infrastructure that would 
compliment and support the existing computing infrastructures. 
Access Transparency Enables loca l and remote information objects to be 
accessed using identical opera tions 
Location Enables information objects to be accessed without 
Transparency knowledge of their location 
Table 2. Network Tra nspar('ncy 
Like the OS I model , RM-ODP was purely a reference model. Its speci fication 
however, extends the concepts of transparency fi rst visited by RPC, and identifies 
eight separate forms of transparency. These are discussed further by [Colouri s94], but 
for the purpose of thi s thesis, it is suffi ce to demonstrate that transparency is a 
fundamenta l tenet of the RM-ODP model. We are onl y concerned with access and 
location transparency, collectively known as network transparency (see Table 2) . 
Their presence o r absence most strongly affects the utili sation of di stributed resources 
[Colouris94]. 
Since its specification there have been a number of distributed infrastructures created 
that are based upon the RM-ODP model. These include the Open Software 
Foundation (OSF)'s Di stributed Computing Environment (DCE) [OSF92], the 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing - Bui lding Integrated Open SYStems framework 
(CIM-BIOSYS) [Gascoigne94], Sun 's Remote Method Invocation (RM I) [Sun98], 
Microsoft 's Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [Redmond97] and the 
Object Management Group's (OMG) Common Obj ect Request Broker Architecture 
(COR BA) [OMG94]. Some oflhe more recent infrastructures integrate RPC with the 
object parad igm in an attempt to combine the benefits of the latter, in telms of 
modularity, with the e tabli shed communication mechanism of the fonner [Picc098]. 
2.4.3.1 Commentary 
In a manner similar to the process observed in Chapter I, the abstractions that have 
been created to support the construction o f di stributed ystems have g radua ll y been 
layered upon each other, continua ll y reaching ever higher. 
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In Figure 9 we see the evolut ion of distribution abstractions. LPC first came into 
existence as an abstraction to enable communication between processes executing 
within the sanle computer, or von Neumann machine (vNM). So successful was this 
abstraction that Birrel and Nelson designed RPC in an attempt to enable remote and 
local calls to appear identical. Out of the confusion of pro prietary RPC 
implementations, the RM-ODP model was born, which ID turn has led to 
contemporary distribution infrastructures such as COREA or RMl. 
Layers of 
Abstraction 
Distribution Abstractions 
----------~------------~ r ""\ 
eORBA RMI DeOM 
0 0 0 
.................. ~ ..... ~. ~.~ ..... ~.~/~.~ 
Figure 9. The evolution of Distribution Abstractions 
Time 
By fo llowing the location transparency abstraction, contemporary distribution 
infrastructures in effect attempt to provide a virtual von Neumarm machine. That is, 
by trying to fool every component in the system that they exist within the same 
address space, the overall effect is the creation of a virtual machine. Figure 10 shows 
an example of a distributed system built with the RM-ODP abstraction. The request 
broker provides a "plane of transparency" to the interacting processes. 
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Figure 10. Request Broker providi ng location transparency 
In reality, processes A and B exist within two complete separate vNMs, as do the 
resources they share. However, the infrastructure attempts to create the illusion that 
they exist within the same vNM. [t also ensures that any required resources appear to 
each process as if they were in their local computing machine, thus achieving the 
location transparency described above. 
We have now examined the emergence of contemporary abstractions and 
infrastructures for distribution. If we are to compare and contrast them with the 
Mobile Code abstraction then they must be generically categorised. 
2.5 Characterisation of Traditional Distribution Architectures 
So far in this chapter, we have discussed the history and emergence of contemporary 
distribution infrastructures. Although vendor specific (with the exception of 
CORBA), these infrastructures are competing inlplementations of the same generic 
type of distributed system. They share a common heritage and are each instantiations 
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of the RM-ODP abstraction, which itself can be traced back to RPC. For example, 
CORBA lDL is directly modelJed on RPC. 
Message 
Server 
Figure 11. Mobile Data iD a T raditional Distributed System 
In this thesis, these systems will be characterised as distributed system infrastructures 
whose fundamental tenet fo r distribution is one of location transparency. They 
achieve this by allowing distributed systems to interact vIa an intermediary 
communications bus. The bus (or request broker) establishes a c lient/server 
relationship between the interacting parties, removing the need for each party to be 
aware of the other's location. The underlying communication mechanism supporting 
distribution will be characterised as mobile data. 
2.6 Commentary 
We have seen in Chapter I that modern day computing abstractions can trace their 
ancestry back to the original von Neumarm architecture. As each abstraction has 
emerged, bringing with it new fac ilities and technologies, it has added a new layer to 
the cont inually ascending edifice. At their root though, the von Neumann architecture 
remains, influencing modern day designs even from the past. It is the base 
abstract ion, the underlying model fo r our computational machines. As each new 
abstraction is layered onto the others, it must take into account those that preceded it. 
When Birrel and Nelson first designed RPC in 1984, their intention was to a llow the 
programmer to access and communicate with processes on remote machines, in the 
same easy manner in which they were able to access local processes. They wished to 
make calls to remote processes appear identical to those made locally, thereby making 
the locat ion of the process transparent to the programmer (and ultimately the user). Tt 
should not matter if the process was being executed locally or on a machine on the 
other side of the world, it would appear exactly the same in both cases. 
This phase in the development of distributed systems is pivotal. RPC was directly 
modelled on IPC, which had been an extremely successful mechanism fo r enabling 
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processe to communicate, and so BilTel and Nelson's intentions were not without 
merit. However, I PC had evolved by ex tending the abstractions offered by existing 
programming languages and by taking advantage oflocal fac ilities such as memory or 
file space, each fundamental constituents of the v M. IPC therefore was a perfect 
abstracti on for communication between processes executing 111 the same 
computational machine, i.e. in the same vo n eumann machine. 
RPC on the other hand attempts to mask any detail s of location from communicating 
processes. In effect, blurring the demarcation between separate vN Ms to make local 
and remote ca ll s look identical. The techn ique required to achieve this is complex; for 
two processes to communicate, a set o f fi ve separate modules is required (see Figure 
8). onetheless, thi s techn ique was successful for the time, and the central tenet of 
the abstraction, location transparency, became one of the underl ying principal s for the 
RM-ODP model, and consequently most contemporary di stribution infrastructures. 
Pan of the reaso n behind the success of RPC is because it is perfectly suited to 
building client/server so ftware systems. At the time, business software was 
predominately hosted on centrali sed mainframe computers, computer networks were 
predominately LANs or WAs and the number of personal computers was 
dramatically lower than today. Equall y, concurrent programming was slowly 
becoming a reali ty and objects were only just gaining momentum. Thus , is it is not 
difficult to see why the RPC abstraction was employed successfull y for the types of 
software system being constructed at the time. F1II1her, it follows that such a 
successful technique would be used as the baseline for newer di stribution 
infi·astructures such as CORB A. These new infi·astructures take thi s issue further, 
creating what in effect is a virtual v M, where the illusion is created that all 
components in the system exist within the same computational machine (see Figure 
10). 
Since that time, the nature of the environment in which these di stributed systems ex ist 
has been changing. Fuelled by the Microsoft vision of a PC on every desk, personal 
computers have taken over many of the responsibilities that used to be the domain of 
the mainframe. T he network has also seen a dramatic enlargement with the explo ion 
of the Internet, but has also suffered from quality of service issues. Object-oriented 
programming has fundamentally changed the way we view software systems, moving 
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us away from the synchronous ingle threaded model , to one that includes 
asy nchrony, multi-threading. encapsulation and component reuse. In short, many of 
the assumptions made in the creat ion of RPC ha ve now become erroneous. For 
example, RPC impli ci tl y assume that the network is 100% reliable, and thus that 
remote procedures will always be avai lable. Anyone who has used the Internet will 
attest thi s as a fallacy. 
By 1994, the first strong doubts over the validity o f the RPC approach were being 
rai sed. In a seminal paper, Waldo er Cl! [Wald094) argue that objectsS acting in a 
di stributed system are intrinsically different to those in a local system and therefore 
must be treated very differentl y. They identify four major problem areas when 
comparin g local and distributed systems (see Table 3). 
• Can be up to a difference of 4 - 5 orders of magnitude 
Latency • Most obvious 
• Least worrisome 
• Unable to use pointers 
Memory • Because memory is both local and remote, call types 
Access have to differ 
• No poss ibility of shared memory 
Partial Fa ilure • Is a defining problem of distributed computing 
• Not possible in local computing 
Concurrency • Adds significant overhead to prog ramming model 
• No prog rammer contro l of method invocation order 
Table 3. Problems of a Dist ributed System 
In pa rti c ul ar, partial failure is identifi ed as an extreme problem for di stributed 
computing. SI oman had earlier ex pres ed the view that : 
,., r the programmer is to take advantage of location transparency, this means 
that the behaviour must be the same in both cases [local and remote]. This 
can be costl y and di ffi cult to achieve, especia ll y in the face of failures" 
[S loman87] 
~ Thi~ appli l.'S l.'Cj ually 10 PfOCl.'SSCS and procedllres. clC 
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in add ition, even before the Waldo paper, Nelson himself had suggested that: 
" I f the aim is to provide location transparency then we must aim to provide 
the same behaviour as in the case of a fai lure in a loca l procedure ca ll, 
although this can be costly." [Nelson81] 
In Figure 12, we see a software system built with the RM-ODP abstraction distributed 
over three vNMs. Each component has access to certain resources, but of course, 
there is no way for the component to tell if the resource is local (within the same 
vNM) or remote. In the case of remote resources, the request broker is required to 
support the illusion that they are indeed local, by providing the relevant connections 
"behind the scenes". This is depicted by the lines flowing through the plane of 
transparency. From this very simple hypothetical system, it is evident just how many 
lines cross the boundaries of vNMs. At each crossing, the system is subject to the 
types of problem identified in Table 3. 
Inter-component 
communication 
Figure 12. Back nips required by ORB to ensure location transparency 
The central thesis of the Waldo paper is that local and remote computing are just plain 
different, and should be treated as such. They argue that distributed systems sho uld 
be built with the premise that there are two distinct types of objects: local objects and 
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remote objccts. Although Waldo et al identify the key di fferences between local and 
distributed computing, their di scuss ion of why these make distributed computing 
differcnt are pragmati c. The differences are eloquently stated, but there is no reason 
given fo r exactl y why these differences arc evident, just that they are - and that the 
two types of computing should be treated di fferentl y. In thi s paI1 of the thesis, we go 
f11I1her and present an argument as to the cause of these differences. 
We have seen that IPe was an ideal abstraction for interacti ng processes within the 
same v 'M. Its success was built on the fundamental elements of a vNM , i.e. a single 
memory (that could be shared), a single CPU and local fil es (JlO). RPC attempts to 
take this effective abstraction and make it apply to many v Ms, by making location 
transparent. This is similar to many contemporary di stribution infrastructures. 
Indeed, the stated goal of the Millennium experiment undertaken at Microsoft 
Rescarch i : 
..... to eli minate completely the di stinction between di stributed and local 
computing ... by raising the level of abstraction so that programmers are not 
even aware of distribution" [MSR98] 
However, practice has shown that this approach is fraught with difficulties [Wald094], 
and the discontinuation of this project serves as a clear indication. 
Certai nl y then, there are two diametri c views as to how we may build reliab le 
distributed systems. 
I] Use an abstraction that completely removes any knowledge of locat ion 
2] Use an abstraction that views remote and local objects as completely di fferent 
Thi s thesis supports the assertions of Waldo el ai, i.e. that we should treat local and 
remote objects di fferently. However, we go ftll1her and argue that the fundamenta l 
reason that RPC, and thus contemporary distributed systems based on the RM-ODP 
abstraction, suffer from the problem mentioned above i because of the underl ying 
abstraction they embody. The RPC abstract ion pays little regard to the supporting 
layers beneath it ; rather it attempts to strike out on a new course of its own and is 
unsuitable for the underlying hardware substrate. Instead of continuing the long line 
of abstractions that have served so well , RPC attempts to impose an abstraction that is 
perfcct fo r one v M onto many. It pays little attention to the underlying hardware 
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abstraction, which as we have seen i the v M. RPe has broken the abstract ion 
tower, and it is thi s fact that causes the acute problems associated with distributed 
systems that Wa ldo et al have identified. While the RPC approach has been, and 
cont inues 10 be, useful under certai n circumstances, it no longer supports the type of 
di stributcd system we wi sh to bui ld in today 's networks with current so ftware 
engi neering techniques and technologies. 
2.7 Concluding Remarks 
" It can be argued that RPCs should not be entirely transparent as their 
semantics and perf0I111anCe differ from those of loca l procedure ca lls." 
[Colouris94] 
.. ... a number of distributed systems have attempted to paper over the 
di stincti on between loca l and remote objects [a nd fail ed]. These fa ilures have 
been masked in the past by the small ize of the systems." [Wald094] 
As computers have become more prevalent, and the resources they represent the 
lifeb lood of bus iness, we have developed methods for connecting computers and 
enabling them to communicate with each other. Once communication was achieved it 
was onl y natural that we pursue techniques for building software systems that span 
mu lti ple hosts, a llowing us to harness the add itional power and multiple resources 
made avail able. 
In thi s chapter, we have examined the emergence of di stribution, and traced the 
evo lulion of abstracti ons used to build networks. Networks are a n essenti al 
constituent of di str ibution, they enable communicati on between computers . They are 
the substrate over which di stributed system can be built. ext, we have examined 
the evo lution of abst ractions used in contemporary distributed systems. We have seen 
how RPC attempts to extend the extremely successful IPe abstraction, ultimately 
lead ing to the locatioll trallsparellcy abstraction, embodied in many contemporary 
distributed infrastructures. In effect, these in frastructures attempt to create a vi rtual 
von eumann machine. This approach has been shown to be unrel iable. 
The centra l thes is in thi s chapter is that by attempting to create the illus ion that all 
components exist wi thin the same machine, locati on transparency is breaking the 
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layers of abstractions upon which computing has been built slllce the dawn of 
computing. The abstraction is unsuitab le fo r the underlyi ng computational machine 
upon which it must execute. Wc need new techniques and abstractions for di stributed 
computing that do not break our layers of abstraction, rather they continue to 
appreciate what has preceded them, and are suited to the underl ying computational 
mach ine. In the next chapter. we review mobile code, a new technology that promises 
to fu lfi l these req uirements. 
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3 Mobility 
3.1 Introduction 
Code mobility is not a completely new idea. There have been several widely used and 
successful mechani sms for moving code around a network previous ly employed, 
perhaps the best known being the PostScript language [Adobe85] that is used to 
control printers. 
Recentl y though, mobility has been examined lTom a different perspecti ve, and has 
become a burgeo ning topic for discussion in mainstream di stributed systems research. 
Mobil ity cUlTentl y boasts a fl ouri shing research community dedicated to investigating 
the potential of thi s new paradigm [Mobi li ty99]. So fa r in thi s thesis, we have built an 
argumenl against using location transparency, the abstraction embodied in 
contemporary di stributed systems. We ha ve identi fied the need fo r new ab tracti ons 
for di stribution, whi ch are entirely suited to the underlying computational machine, 
and are ab le to di stinguis h between local and remote resources. 
In thi s chapter, we conclude Part I of the thesis, the philosophical argument 
concern ing the abstractions employed in building di stributed systems. We beg in by 
reviewing mobile code abstractions and examining the di fferences between systems 
built with these abstracti ons and contemporary di stributed systems. Finally, we 
discuss what makes mobile code syslems different, and why the ab tractions they 
embody are more suited to distribution than loca tion transparency. 
3.2 A Brief History of Code Mobility 
There have been previo us exampl es of code mobility. One of the earli est being 
remote batch job submission [Boggs73] . Employed at the time of hugely expensive 
central mainlTames, batch job submission allowed users to submit code for execution 
on the server. A lthough working at a very basic level, this technique was a mainstay 
of computing life when both processor time and core resources were scarce. In effect, 
batch job submis ion allowed computation to be moved from one location to another 
to take advantage of local resources, although the movement required manual 
intervention by the user. 
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T hi s basic concept was the seed for futther research, and out of it grew projects such 
as Accent [Rashid8 1] and RI G [Rashid86], whi ch culminated in the MACH 
[Accetta86] operating system. These were experiments in building di stributed 
operati ng sy tems, whi c h attempled to present the same abstractions rega rdl ess of the 
underl ying hardwa re substrate. Latterl y, thi s work has been embodied in migratory 
systems such as Locus [Thiel9 1] and Cool [Lea93], which support process and object 
migration respective ly. Both syslems provide mobility at the operating system level, 
and therefore any migration is transparent to the user and system programmer. As 
argued in Chapter 2 though, complete transparency can be counter-producti ve. 
Certa inl y, the designers of Emerald [JuI 88] concur, as they offer the programmer 
explicit control over mi grati on, as well as automatic migration. 
Thus far, the techniques described have been positi oned at the operating system level 
and are part icul a rl y usefu l when deal ing with smal l sca le di stributed systems. They 
do not tend to be suitable fo r large-scale network and systems, parti cul arl y those of 
the scale of Ihe Internet, and have mainly been used for techniques such as load 
balancing [Picc098]. Although process migration never took off as a commercial 
real ity. the resea rch was widely rega rded as successful [Miloji cic99]. 
The noti on of mobile computation at a higher level o f abstracti on was first suggested 
in " Objectworld" [Tsichritzis85], a hypothetical computing environment geared 
towards infonna ti on di ssemination in which all objects could be mobile . This, and the 
idcas embodied in migratory systems have spawned a new fi eld o f research that is 
investigating simil ar olutions but on a much larger scale and at a higher level of 
abstracti on. Thi s fi eld has many names, amongst them mobile code systems, mobile 
object systems, active networks and mobile agents. For the remainder of thi s thesis, 
we use the tenn s interchangeably unless ex plicitl y stated otherwise. Un fOltunately, 
there is still no consensus among the mobility research community as to what exactly 
each tem1 refers to, or a standard de finiti on for each to which everyone subscribes. 
Therefore, in thi s thesis we define a mobil e agent as: 
"a so f\ ware agent that is able to autonomously mi grate from one host to 
another in a computer network." [Papaioannou99) 
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The notion of a mobile agent was first estab li shed in 1994 with the release of a white 
paper by White [White94] that de cribed a computational environment known as 
"Telc cript" [Whi le96]. In thi s environmcnt, executing programs were able to 
transport thcmselves from one node to another in a computer network , in order to 
interact locally wit h resources at those nodes. Telescript was never a commercia l 
success, but it did generate a lot of academic interest. 
Si ncc that time, thi s field has exp loded in popularity, with a pletho ra of new 
frameworks and infrastructures appeari ng almost continually [MA L99J. Thi s 
profusion of experimental frameworks is reminiscent o f the explosion of new 
programm ing languages in the earl y days of computing (see Chapter I) and is 
indicative of a new and immature research field. Al though we review some of the 
more popular mobile code systems in the nex t chapter, to fully understand thi s new 
paradigm we must first examine the differences between contemporary and mobi le 
codc bascd di stributed systems. 
3.3 The Differences 
In hapter 2, we saw that the centra l tenet and abstraction of contemporary distributed 
systems is locarioll trallsparellcy, wi th inter-component communication being 
achieved via an intennediary communications broker. For both the programmer and 
the system components, this abstraction provides no noti on of location. Instead, the 
distribution ilIji ·astructure enforces a " plane of transparency" in an attempt to create a 
vi rtual computationa l machine above the network layer. The abstraction hides any 
details of the underlying hard ware, and attempts to create the illusion that every 
component of a distributed system exists within the same computational machine. 
Unfortunately, thi s approach i subject to the many problems identified by Waldo et 
al (see Section 2 .6) . This thes is argues that the location transparency abstraction is 
fundamen tall y flawed, as it breaks the Tower of Abstractions by attempting to impose 
an unsuitable abstraction on the underlying computati ona l substrate. 
Distributed sy tems built around the tenet of mobile code are quite different. Instead 
o f masking the phys ica l locatio n of a component, mobile code infrastructures make it 
evident. These systems embody a completely different abstraction . Each node in the 
network has an Executillg Environment (EE) through wh ich components are able to 
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access the fac ilities of the network layer. These fac ilities can then be used to 
communicate with other remote components as normal. However, if components 
require access to a resource that is no t located at their current host, or wish to interact 
locally with another component, they are able to migrate to the new host. In Figure 
13, we see examples of the mobile code paradigm. Component A is in 
communication with Component B, both of which have references to local resources. 
However, in contrast to contemporary distributed systems, A requires explicit 
knowledge of the location of B so that they may communicate. There is no request 
bro ker to mediate the communicatio n. Component C is separate, and demonstrates 
the mobility aspect of this approach. Instead of communicating with a data source 
across the network, C is able to migrate to the data source 's host, and interact with it 
locally. In a contemporary system, C would not even be aware that the data source 
resided on a different host. 
vNM A 
Icomponent AI 
i I 
!Component Ci L .. _______ . . J 
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Figure 13. Communcation across the network, and mobile agent migration. 
The major differences between mobile and contemporary distributed systems are well 
described by Picco [Picc098] and are summarized here: 
• Code mobility is gea red for Internet-scale systems - systems such as Emera ld and 
Locus were designed with sma ll-scale networks in mind. Thus, they assume high 
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bandwidth, reliable networks, small latency, trust, and homogeneity. Mobile agents 
on the other hand are bui lt with the oppos ite criteria in mind. 
• Programming is location aware - mobile agent systems provide an abstraction in 
which the notion of location is avai lable to the programmer and the constituent 
components of the system. 
• Mobi li ty is a choice - migration is controlled by the programmer or at runtime by the 
agent. instead of being tr iggercd transparently by the system. 
• Load balancing is not the driving force - process and object migration operating 
systems were primarily designed to assist wit h resource and load balancing. Mobile 
agents are used to design systems suppot1 ing flexibi lity, autonomy and d isconnected 
operation. 
Mobi le code is a powerfu l programming abstraction offering many possibilities. To 
fully appreciate and employ successfully, it is important to understand all the nuances 
of the different architectural abstracti ons afforded to the system designer. In the 
following sections, we descri be the different flavours of the mobile code paradigm. 
3.4 Mobile Code Design Abstractions 
To di scuss differences in design abstraction we require a context in which to examine 
each abstraction. Further, we must define common concepts that may be used to 
perform our analysis. In the following examples, Compollenls are the constituent 
pat1S of a software system . They execute within an execut ion environment at a 
pat1icular /-IoSI. Components may contain Logic, an encapsul ation of the knowledge 
required to perfotlTI a certain Task. Completion of this task may also require access to 
a Resource. Components may interact with each other via Message passing, in which 
each message may contain pure data, logic or both. In addi ti on, compone nts are ab le 
to migrate to a new hosl if they so des ire. Examples of each abstraction a re shown in 
Figure 14. 
3.4.1 Remote Computation 
In remote computation. components tn the system are static, whereas logic can be 
mobile. For example, component A, at Host HA, conta ins the required logic L to 
perfo tlll a pat1icular task T, but does not have access to the required resources R to 
complete the task. R can be found at HB, so A forward s the logic to component B, 
which also resides at HIl . B then executes the logic before returning the result to A. 
Thi s is how the aforementioned remote batch entries [Boggs73] work. 
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Figure 14. Examples of the d iffe rent mobile code abstractions. 
3.4.2 Code on Demand 
In Code on Demand, component A already has access to resource R. However, A (o r 
any other components at Host A) has no idea of the logic required to perform task T. 
Thus, A sends a request to B for it to forward the logic L. Upon receipt, A is then 
able to perform T. An example of this abstraction is a Java applet, in which a piece of 
code is downloaded from a web server by a web browser and then executed. 
3.4.3 Mobile Agents 
With the mobile agent paradigm, component A already has the logic L required to 
perform task T, but again does not have access to resource R. This resource can be 
fo und at HIl . Tllis time however, instead of forwarding/requesting L to/from another 
component, component A itself is able to migrate to the new host and interact locally 
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with R to perform T. This method is quite different to the previous two examples, in 
th is instance an entire component is migrating, along with its associated data and 
logic. Th is is potentiall y the most interesting example of all the mobile code 
ab tractions. There are cun·ently no contemporary exampl es of thi s approach, but we 
examine its capab iliti es in the next secti on. 
3.4.4 Client/Server 
Cli ent/Server is a we ll known a rchitectura l abstracti on that has been employed since 
the first computers began to communicate. In thi s example, B has the logic L to carry 
out Task T, and has access to resource R. Component A has none of these, and is 
unab le to transpo rt itself. Therefore, for A to obtain the result of T, it must resort to 
sending a request to B, prompting B to carry out Task T. The result is then 
communicated back to A when completed. 
3.4.5 Subtleties of the Mobile Agent abstraction 
Although all of the mobi le code abstracti ons are ostensibly similar, there are some 
fundamental differences, whi ch have substanti al impli cati ons for which parti cul ar 
abstracti on to employ. In thi s secti on, we highlight one of the key issues that 
differenti ate the abstractions, multi-hop mobility. Multi-hop mobility refers to the 
ability of a mobile agent to migrate to more than one host, taking action at successive 
hosts in order to fulfill some goals. The destination of the next host may only be 
detennined at the present host, and does not have to be known at the outset of the 
journey. In contrast, the other mobile code abstractions are utili zed at best as mobile 
messengers, that do not continue to further hosts once they have performed their tasks, 
or at worst as techniques for shipping code around a network . For example, let us 
hypothesize a sintation where a BookAgent has queried all StoreFrontAgents and is 
unable to fulfil its Order. It then has to contact the WarehouseAgent to ask whether a 
copy can be a llocated from there, or when the next copy wi ll arrive. In a 
contemporary client/ erver architecture, thi s wou ld require many ca lls to remote 
processes before the task had been complete. Each time a ca ll is made across the 
network the ystem runs the ri sk of the Waldo problems. On the other hand, a mobile 
agent is able to migrate from host to host, and interact with the StoreFrontAgents 
locally, before finall y atTi ving at the host o f the WarehouseAgenl. Once there, it can 
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begin a new dialogue with the WarehouseAgent to establish when the required book 
will become available. TiUs scenario is depicted in Figure 15 below. 
'-r-,.-Jr Path of 
Communication 
Client Server Architecture 
Path of mob ile 
agent 
Mobile Agent Architecture 
Figure 15. Network routing of Client/Server aDd Mobile Agent architectures 
From these diagrams, it is evident that a mobile agent arciUtecture involves less 
recourse to network communication than a client/server arciUtecture in tiUs particular 
scenario. In addition, each tinne the mobile agent is using the network it is to transport 
itself, not make a remote call to a component on another machine. If we innagine that 
each interaction entailed more than a simple request/ reply dialogue then the 
client/server diagram would quickly become littered with communication arrows, 
whilst the mobile agent one would remain identical. The ability to move the 
computation to the data source and continue locally is one of the biggest advantages 
of mo bile agents. 
3.5 Characterisation of Mobile Agent Systems 
Although we have examined several abstractions that are part of the mobile code 
family, the one with the greatest potential is undoubtedly the mobile agent abstraction. 
In tiUs thesis, mobile agent systems will be characterised as enabling distributed 
systems by supporting local interaction and mobile logic and data. 
Message 
Figure 16. Mobile logic and data in the Mobile Agent Abstraction 
TiUs is very different to the characterisation in Section 2.5 of the messaging in a 
distributed system built with the location transparency abstraction. 
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3.6 Commentary 
In Chapter I, we traced the evolution o f computing fro m the earl y work of von 
Neumann throug h to the present day. We fo llowed the emergence of computing 
abstractions. and aw how those we employ have been grad uall y layered upon each 
other, fo rm ing a continuall y ascending lower o f abstracti ons, whil st retain ing as their 
underl ying computati o nal model and base abstraction the von Neumann machine. 
In Chapter 2, we examined the emergence of di stribution. We saw how RPC attempts 
to ex tend the successful abstraction of IPC onto many computati onal machines by 
pro moting location trallsparency, an abstraction that wo uld manifest itself in 
di stributed systems built around the tenets of RM-ODP . Ultimately, di stributed 
systems built with thi s abstracti on suffer fro m several major problems (see Table 3). 
We have argued and demonstrated that thi s is due to the location transparency 
abstracti on brea king the Tower of Abstractions that has been built to enable and 
support computing. In short, we argue that locati on transparency is an unsuitable 
abstracti on for di stribution fo r the underlying computational model. 
I n thi s chapter, we have reviewed a new paradigm, with new abstractions, that 
potenti all y fulfil s the requirements for a di stribution abstraction put forward earli er in 
Chapter 2. Our requirements may be summarised as follows. 
A dis tributioll abstraction: 
• that remai ns faithfu l to the underlying von euma nn machine 
• that cloes 110t break the tower of abstractions 
• that is ab le to di fferentiate between loca l and remote components 
It is precisely the e requ irement that the mobi le code paradigm ful fi ls. As we have 
seen, its central tenet is one of local illleraclioll. Components in a di stributed system 
that wish to communicate are able to transport themselves across the network so they 
may interact loca ll y at the same host. In addition, components are al so able to 
communicate by exchanging messages across the network . 
In each case, the core abstraction remains fai th flll to the underl ying von eumann 
machine and the Tower of Abstractions. Instead of attempting to remove location 
from the abstraction, and build a virtual computational machine, mobile code makes 
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location evident. It is a central aspect of the abstraction, and enables designers to 
make a judgement on how components might communicate. Indeed, the execution 
environment of a mobile code system may itself be viewed as an additional virtual 
computational machine being added to the Tower, but it remains consistent with the 
underlying base abstraction. By ensuring that any protracted communication is done 
locally, components are able to return to the successes of IPC by taking advantage of 
the core facilities of the vNM, e.g. shared memory and ftIes. Instead of attempting to 
achieve distribution by imposing an unsuitable abstraction across many machines, 
mobile code simply layers a new abstraction upon the existing tower; a time honoured 
route to success. In fact, we argue that local interaction as embodied in mobile code 
systems should be viewed as a successful adaptation oflPC to distribution. 
Figure t 7. A distributed system built with mobile code 
In Figure 17, we see the same hypothetical distributed system that was first 
encountered in Chapter 2. However, this time the system has been built with the 
mobile code paradigm. Again, each process has access to certain resources, but this 
time there is clear knowledge of the location of each resource, i.e. in which vNM it 
resides. Local references are shown in yellow, whilst remote references are shown in 
red. Knowledge of the location of a resource, allows each component to make a 
judgement about the type of reference it holds to that resource. In comparison to the 
RM-ODP version of this model, there is no illusion being created by the "plane of 
transparency". While network references may still suffer from the problems depicted 
in Table 3, the components themselves are aware that this is a potential problem. in 
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addi tion, if a component decides it would be beneficial to be located at the same host 
as a resource it may migrate to take advantage of loca l interaction. For exampl e, in 
the case of component C, when it has fini shed interacting with the green c ube, it may 
migrate to v M A to communicate locall y with the red triangle. 
The major conceptual di f ference between the two di stribution abstracti ons is clear, 
!oca/iol/ . With locati on transparency, locati on is removed from the abstracti on and a 
virtual computati onal machine is created which attempts to create the illus ion that all 
components in a system reside within the same address space. The illusion, however, 
can be sha ttered by any number of problems associated with trying to create a rock 
sol id abstraction across the network. 
In contrast, loca l interaction makes locati on evident and components are a ble to make 
a judgement themselves about how to communi cate with other components. It is th is 
fundamental difference that the author beli eves is vitall y important. In Chapter I , we 
disc ussed how abstraction is an immensely powerful too l. It a llows us to manage the 
compl ex ity of a s ituation, and to rati ona li se about it by removing those detail s we 
consider ine senti a l. It is the author' s be lief that when it comes to di stribution, 
location is a vital piece of infonnation. We are no lo nger attempting to build 
di tributed systems in networks in which location can be papered over, in which the 
size of the system can mask the fa ll acies in the paradigm. We are now building large 
systems in which the network is unreliable, in which the topology of the network or 
avail ability of resources may change rapid ly. In such an environment, information 
about locati on becomes essenti al. I f we examine perhaps the most successful 
di stributed system of all time, the Internet, we see that location is central to its 
success. The URL [Berners-Lee92bJ abstracti on is purely a reference to location, but 
has been fundamental to the evo lution and success of the web. We must learn from 
these lessons. 
3.7 Concluding Remarks 
"Keep design as simple as possib le, but no simpler" [Einstein39] 
HA des igner knows that he has arrived at perfect ion not when there is no 
longer anyt hing to add, but when there is no longer anything to take away" 
[A ntoine de Sa int-Exupery] 
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We have seen througho ut Part I of thi s thesis how important abstraction is to 
computing. It is the central es ence of an idea or des ign . Abstractions allow us to 
rcmove the detai ls and focus on the essence of a situation. Any specific example of a 
tcchno logy is merely an instanti atio n of the abstraction. The majority of the hi story 
and evolution o f comput ing has becn concentrated on the development of new 
abstracti ons. O ur current ab tractions for di stributi on have proved I imiting and 
unre li able. We requ ire new abstractions to support di stributed computing on a 
hitherto un fo reseen sca le. Mobile Code systems are one such so lution. 
In Part I of thi s thesis we have built a philosophica l argument concerning the 
abstractions used in bui ld ing di stributed systems. It is our belief that the location 
transparency abstracti on, as embodied in the RM-ODP model, is fundamenta ll y 
unsuited to the underl yi ng hardware substrate. Instead o f attempting to utili se the 
strengths of preceding abstracti ons, location transparency enforces a " plane of 
transparency" whose purpose is to create the illu ion of co-location and to mask any 
detail s o f di stribution fi'om components in the system. The abstraction views location 
as a detail that can be removed. 
Loca l interaction on the other hand remains fa ithful to the core abstracti on, and makes 
use of the co re facilities embodied in IPC. Instead of masking location, it makes it 
evident. Communicating components are aware if they are loca l or remote to each 
other, and are ab le to make a j udgement about how to communicate. By utili sing the 
strengths of the von eumann machine alld the network , the local interaction 
abstraction allows us to build di stributed systems that do not suffer from the Waldo 
[Wald094] probl ems. 
The central argument of Part I is that local interacti on should be the abstraction of 
choice for bui lding distributed systems. In hindsight, we should view location 
transparency as an evolutionary blip, a wrong fork in the road. If we are to build 
successful di stributed systems in the myriad of new networks, we must be bold and 
admit our mistakes of the past. 
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4 Mobility in the Real World 
4.1 Introduction 
Mobile Code is a new and generall y untested paradigm fo r building di stributed 
systems. Although garnering many plaudits and continually increasing in popularity, 
the technology and research fi eld remain relati vely immature [Picc098]. To date, 
most research has focused on the creation of mobile code frameworks, and as yet 
there is no consen us on a conceptual framework with which to compare results. 
Further, there is no clear understanding of the new abstractions offe red by thi s 
paradigm. Part I o f thi s thesis aspires to address the conceptual de fi ciencies of the 
research fi eld by offering a philosophi ca l argument and critique of mobility. 
In Part 11 we begin our study of mobility in the rea l world. In later sections of the 
chapter, we will see that there are many advantages claimed for mobile code systems. 
Unfo rtunately, these cl aims remain quali ta ti ve and subjective in their nature. The 
dearth of quantitati ve results, however, means it has not yet been possible to properly 
eva luate the potential of either the technology or the paradigm. In the last year a 
trickl e of re ults is beginn ing to va lidate some of the claims [Papastavrou99] 
[Pi cc098b], and these results are certainly important in estab lishing the credibility of 
mob ile code systems. Nonethele s, it is the author's belief that these types of 
improvement are optimisations, or incremental improvements. The true benefit of the 
paradigm is in the type of software architecture that can be built. In support of our 
arguments presented in Part I, in Part II we provide an insight into how well mobile 
code architectures respond to real world pressures. 
4.2 Research Motivation 
In Part I, UJlderSIGJlding, we have pre ented an argument built around a philosophical 
understanding and critique of the abstractions used to build distributed software 
systems. The central thesis is that contemporary di stributed systems bui lt with the 
location transparency abstraction are fundamentall y fl awed and that we require new 
abstractions fo r distribution. Our proposa l is that a new abstraction, loca l interaction, 
is better suited to the underlying hardware substrate upon which di stributed systems 
are built. To demonstrate thi s we have traced the emergence and evolution of 
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computing, and the abstractions that ex ist 111 thi s field , beginning wi th the early 
pioneering work of John von Neumann. We believe that Part I contributes to raising 
the level of conceptual understanding surrounding the mobile code paradigm, 
especiall y whcn examined in the wider context of the different abstractions embodied 
by di stributed systems. 
Although we believe the essence of any technology is the core abstraction it 
cmbodies, wc understand that pure academic reasoning is never sufficient to make a 
va lid judgement about a new technique or technology. What is required is first hand 
experience. Therefore, in addition to our philosophical argument, we aim to support 
these argument by investigating the application of mobi le code in the real world. We 
wish to demonstrate the feasibi lity of actuall y building di stributed systems with thi s 
technology. Certainl y, the arguments presented in Part I are extensive, and a full 
experimental investigation is beyond the scope and timescale of a PhD6 Instead, we 
must shorten our hori zons and take the first steps along the long path of validation. 
Part II is thcrefore a repOt1 on our experi ences of Usil/g and Evaiualing mobile code 
in the real world. 
As we have seen, the technology base in the field of mobile code remains immature. 
Wh il st the plethora of new frameworks continues to increase, the amount of real 
di stributed systems built with this technology remai ns low [Milojicic99). Although 
abstractions are the central e sence o f a paradigm, Ihe technological instantiation of 
that abstraction must successfully embody it. To support our argument of Part I , we 
must prove that mobile code can be used to build real world systems. Thus, our 
research moti vat ion is to investigate and use mobi le code, as it would be in the real 
world, and to analyse the issues involved and the lessons that can be learnt. 
In Chapter 3, we described the choice of design abstractions available to the system 
architect who wishes to employ mobile code. These were Remote Computation, Code 
on Demand, Mobile Agents and Cli ent/Server. Since many examples of Code on 
Demand currently exist [Hopson96], and Client/Server architectures are an extremel y 
well known approach, we fee l these abstractions are of less interest to thi s study. 
Therefore, the implementation de cribed in thi s thesis wil l encompass prototype 
/, Indeed. an ent ire academic career could be pursued with these arguments! 
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systems of the Remote Computation and Mobile Agent abstractio ns. We have ga ined 
an understanding of each abstraction, and have been ab le to compare the two. For 
ease of use, and beca use of the conceptual abstracti on they support, from herein we 
refer to the former as the Mobile Object system, and the latter as the Mobile Agent 
system . 
4.2.1 Research Objectives 
As thc so tl ware systems that underpin industry have become ever more complex and 
in terlinked, the inherent flexibility of the underlying software designs has been 
compromi sed. On the small sca le and under the ri ght ci rcumstances software systems 
ean be ex tremely responsive, fl exible a nd easy to change, for example the existence of 
the requi s ite sk ill s. Therefore, matching a change in business practice should not be a 
problem. However, when examined in the large thi s is not the case. As observed by 
Cox: 
"There was a time when the vil111e of software over physical media like paper 
and pencil was in its very responsiveness ... Although this may be to some 
extent true for small projects (program building), it is not (and has never 
been) true for ambitious undertakings (system building). In fact , software 
systems are usually the least responsive element in many organ isations today. 
The organisation as a who le is able to adapt more nuid ly than the software 
upon whi ch it has grown dependent. " [Cox87] 
Recent ex perience has shown that attempts to create large scale supporting 
infrastructures have resulted in complex monolithic systems that are the least flex ible 
element within an enterpri se [Barber98]. Most companies require a change in their 
so ftware at some point, and so software change is one of the most impo rtant issues 
currentl y facing the software industry [Booch94]. A software system will have a 
limited lifetime if it cannot be altered to accommodate a change in the business 
proccss it is intended to support. 
This issue is well known to the so ftware engineering community, and in this thesis we 
refer to it as System Agi lity. There already exists a substantial body of work relating 
to the issue of system agility, e.g . [I CSE'99], and the full variety of issues is vast. We 
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cannot hope to consider them all in our experimental study, so we initiall y select two 
broad but vitall y important factors on which to focus: 
I] How easy the system is to understand 
2] How easy it is to modi fy 
These are still broad issues, with many factors contributing to each, so we refine our 
focus even further. To represent each facet, we have se lected the specific issues of 
Semantic Ali gnment (SA) and Component Coupling (CC). System integration and 
agil ity has been one of the main issues of research at the MS I Research Institute fo r 
nea rl y a decade, and therefore SA and CC augment the research undertaken by other 
members o f the institute [MS199) [Coutts98b). In the next secti ons, we briefl y review 
both concepts. 
4.2.2 Semantic Alignment 
The ability to communicate idcas clearl y and effecti vely was a concern fo r the human 
race even before written records began [Pinker95]. Whenever two people talk, they 
have only an approximate understa nding of each other. When they speak the same 
language, share intell ectual assumpt ions, and have common backgrounds and tra ining, 
the ali gnment may be closer. As Ihese factors di verge, there is an increasing need to 
put effort into constant calibrati on and readjustment of interpretations, since ordinary 
language freezes meanings into words and phrases, which then can be 
"mi sinterpreted" (or at least differentl y interpreted). C lear communication requires a 
shared understanding of the mean ing of ternls; and this understanding is known as 
Semantic Alignment [Clark96). While thi s term has its roots in lingui stics, it is also 
applied to sotiware engineering. For example, if information is being shared between 
two company databases that have a tab le for "employee," they are apparently in 
alignment. However, if one was created fo r faci lities planning and the other for tax 
accounting, they may not agree on the status of pat1-time, off-site, on-si te contract, or 
other such "employees." 
A software sy tem is invari ably buil t to support a business process. Therefore, in the 
context of system agility we define Semantic Alignment as: 
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"Seman tic Alignment refers to holV successfu lly a software system embodies 
the rea l wo rld business process is it intended to supp0I1, i.e. how we ll the 
soHwa rc models the rea l world ." 
For example, if in the rea l world a busi ness process contai ned the concepts of Apples, 
Oranges, Potatoes and Tomatoes, but the software model onl y contained the concept 
of Food, then thi s system would not be as success full y a li gned as a system that 
contained the co ncepts o f Fruit and Vegetables. 
4.2.3 Component Coupling 
Component Coupling was first de fin ed 1Il the 1970's by Constantine and Yourdon 
[Yourdon79]. It is a technique for measuring the inherent maintainability and 
adaptability of a so ftware system, both of which are important issues that directly 
affect the overa ll agility of a software system. In short, component coupling measures 
the dependencies between two oftware components, i.e. how man y times a 
component depends on the functio nali ty of another object to perfollll its ro le. It is 
considered desirable to limit the number of inter-object dependencies in a system, 
since thi s not onl y affords greater fl exibi li ty to the designer during con truction, but 
also ensures the system remai ns easy to change in the fu ture. Therefore, the obj ecti ve 
of a designer is to limit these dependencies, thus making the system "loosely" 
coupl ed, so that objects can be interc hanged or updated more easil y. 
The benefits of loose coupl ing are potenti ally huge and incl ude [Clark96]: 
o Hi gher component reuse 
o Hi gher producti vity 
o More robust systems, since fa il ures cascade less 
o Fewer bugs, as increased reuse means what is reused needs less testing. 
o Complex systems become easier to alter, due to higher component reuse. 
o Easier component enhancement, mod ification and bug fixing 
Coupling is usua ll y associated w ith cohesion [Yourdon79], which is a measure of the 
inter-relati onships between functions of a single component. Since our study is to 
examine distributed systems, we feel cohesion is of secondary interest in thi s case. 
There fore, we concentrate on how component coupling is affected by the choice of 
mobile code abstraction, and defin e coupling as : 
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"A measure oCthe extemal dependencies of a component defined by the number 
of li nks that component has to other components within a software system." 
4.3 Research Statement 
The main aims of the resea rch undertaken in Part 11 can be summari zed as follows: 
I] To demonstrate mobile code can be used to build rea l world software systems 
We describe the construction of two prototype mobile code systems. They are used to 
investigate the effecti veness of the two selected abstractions in building real world 
di stributed syste ms. To simul ate real world software problems the prototypes are 
constructed to support the Sales Order Process of a UK manufacturing enterpri e. 
Thi real world business process wa identified during an industrial case study (for 
further detai Is see Chapter 5). 
2] To learn how mobile code responds 10 rea l software problems 
Merely building proof-of-concept systems is a worthy exercise, but systems in the real 
world very rarely fulfil all the requirements of a business for any length of time. In 
the majority of cases, the capabi litie of a software system will need to be later 
upgraded to support new functions or features, usually due to a change in a business 
process. In add ition to their creation, we ai m to evaluate the prototypes wi th respect 
to the issues of understanding and changing a system that currently confront system 
designers. To achieve thi s we have extracted several "Scenarios for Change" from 
data co ll ected during our case study, which wi ll be used to evaluate how well the 
prototypes respo nd to change. Three common and related problems facing the 
software industry today have been identified as candidates for examination. These 
are: 
• System agi lity - how well a system respo nds to change 
• Semantic alignment - how well a system embodies the business process it is 
imended to suppor! 
• Component coupling· how intemleshed the components ofa software system are 
From the experiments, we hope to ga in an insight into how successful mobile code 
systems are when subjected to the kinds of pressures preva lent in industry. 
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However, before proceeding with the construction of the prototype systems, it is 
important to first examine the technical issues associated with using mobile code. To 
upport our phi losophica l understanding, we must also appreciate the requirements 
and consider the limitations of mobile code infrastructures before employing them. 
For the remainder of this chapter we focus on issues rel ating to mobility ill the real 
,, ·orld. 
4.4 Technical Issues and Enabling Technology 
We have seen in Chapter 3 that di stributed systems built with mobile code technology 
usuall y consist of execution environments that are hosted at different nodes of a 
network. Mobile agents are able to migrate between these hosts in order to interact 
locally with stati c resources and other static agents resident at the hosts. This hosting 
and migration can be achieved through several di fferent mechani ms, and 
combinations thereof. In thi s section, we examine several of the key issues and 
decisions that must be taken when implementing and using a mobile agent framework . 
4.4.1 Strong vs Weak Mobility 
The tenns strong and weak mobility refer to the method and nanlre of the mobile 
agent migratio n. In strong mobility, the entire computational entity, i.e. its code, data, 
execution state and program counter migrate to the new host. There are two ways of 
achievi ng thi s, firstly by true migrat ion and secondly by remote cloning. With true 
migration, the mobile agent is suspended before being transfelTed in its entirety to the 
new host. Upon arri val, the agent is restarted and is able to continue its execution at 
exactly the point at which it was suspended . Remote cloning on the other hand 
achieves migration by stopping the entity at the first host before creating a copy at the 
new host. Indeed, some might argue that since computers can only copy and delete 
[Cox98], both methods are actually the same. Some important examples of mobile 
agent frameworks that exhibit strong mobility include Agent Tcl [Gray97], Ara 
[Peine97] and Teleseript [White] . 
Weak mobi lity on the other hand i onl y able to migrate the code associated with the 
entity across the network. Any state or non-constant data that is required by the entity 
must be packaged up for trave l before migration. The onus of thi s packaging is 
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placed upon the programmer at design time. Weak mobility is generally easier to 
achieve technicall y, especiall y with programming languages such as Java available, 
but is burdened by its limitation when complex applications are considered. The 
programmer must be fu ll y aware of any data that may be required after migration and 
take care to package it, or it will be lost. The majority of (if not all) mobile agent 
frameworks based on Java are weak ly mobilc (see Section 4.6. for examples) 
4.4.2 Interpretation vs Compilation 
By thei r very nature, mobile agents are inherently di stributed [Clements97] . As such, 
they must be executable across a variety o f platforms and operating systems to 
achieve their full potential, although in a closed and privately controlled network they 
may benefit from homogenei ty. Their true advantage however, comes from being 
able to mi grate and continue functioning in a heterogeneous network of systems. This 
adva ntage is implementation dependent and has greatly influenced the way in which 
mobile agent systems are created. To enable heterogeneous execution it is usual for 
these fram eworks to be written in some type of script or bytecode that can 
subsequently be interpreted, usuall y by a dedicated executing environment. Indeed, 
the spiralling popularity of Java, combined wi th its platform independence, has made 
it the de facto language for mobile agent systems. Interpretation removes the need to 
recompilc an agent at a new host and instead places the onus on merely ensuring an 
environment exists at the new host that i capable of unifotmly executing the agent on 
arri va l. Most examples of thi s type of system have a server or some type of executing 
environment in which the mobile agents are executed [Lange98] [Gray97]. 
Interpretation does of course have the previously di scussed limitation of execution 
speed, but thi s is often seen as a minor trade-off, due to the ease in which pOl1abi lity is 
achieved. 
Compilation is not particul arly popular in the field of mobile agents, since it forces the 
sending machine to be aware of the platform and hardware arch itecture of the 
receiver, 0 that it may choose the appropriate compiler or the appropriate library of 
native code. As the number of different platforms being supported increases the 
complexity is wont to spiral out of contro l. Compilation does however have the 
advantage of speed of execution. Some examples are [Knabe96] [UCJ96]. 
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4.4.3 Resource Management 
When a mobil e agent migrates to a remote host, any references it has to local 
resources are likely to become invalid. Before execution can be re umed, all its 
references must be eva luated and reassigned . This problem can be overcome in a 
number o f ways: 
• Copy - If Ihe resource can be copied, Ihen Ihe mobi le agenl can lake a copy of Ihe 
resource wilh illo Ihe new hosl. 
• Move - The mobi le agem can lake Ihe only copy of Ihe resource along wilh il. 
• t etwork reference - If lhe resource is stalic, Ihen Ihe reference can be changed into a 
nelwork rcference Ihal poin ls back over Ihe nelwork 10 Ihe resource. 
• Reference removal - If Ihe reference is no longer needed, or cannot be accessed 
remolely via a network reference, il can be removed. 
• Rebinding of reference - I f another copy or inslance of the resource, or a sim ilar 
resource, is found al Ihe new hOSI, Ihe reference can be rebound 10 il. 
Whi ch tacti c to adopt is often determined by the nature of the resource in question, 
and the programm ing language being employed. For example, it would be 
nonsensical to copy or move an entire database to a new host. 
4.4.4 Security 
Security is one of the most emoti ve Issues raised when di scussing mobile agent 
systems. It is often quoted [Johansen99] a the major reason mobile agent systems 
have not taken o ff in the mainstream. There is cUtTently a wea lth of research being 
done on thi s pat1icul ar subject [Vigna98]. A brief summa ry of the most important 
security issues are describe below in Table 4. 
The work descri bed in thi s thesis is concerned with private networks, in which all the 
hosts and agents are trusted and thei r ori gins known. T hus, the only class of 
appl icable attack is that of a third party eavesdropping on a transmission. This could 
be overcome by the usual cry ptographic techniques employed in sueh exchanges as 
email , for example. Therefore, the issues of security are considered external to the 
scope o f thi s thesis . 
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IiUU·],1 
An incoming agent may try to access and 
Host compromised by corrupt the host's local files, resources or even 
arriving agent try stopping the server in a denial of service 
attack . 
Host 
Someone who wishes to bring down the host 
Host compromised by may send a huge number of agents to the host 
external third party to tie up al l the resources, or even crash the 
host 
Agent is compromi sed If the host is untrusted it may try to access 
by the new host private information, e.g. a credit card number, 
a password, etc, for later use, or replay. 
Agent is compromised During an inter agent conversat ion the other 
by another agent agent again tries to access private information, Agent or to crash the agent to stop it fulfilling its task 
Since some inter agent comm'n takes places 
Agent is compromised over the network a third party may try t o alter 
by a third party exchanged messages for their own benefit, 
e.g. to recommend their host instead of 
another, or to reveal content of agent 
Network Network compromised An incoming agent attempts to flood the by incoming agent network with copies of itself 
Table 4. Summary of mobile agent security issues 
4.4.5 Communication 
Communication among mobile agents in a network can take several different fom1s. 
Since there is no guarantee that there is actually another agent at the present node, the 
most basic inter-agent communication usually begins by using the executing 
environment to pass messages to another agent. This can be achieved directly, if the 
agent ' s identity is known, or can be broadcast to the entire node. Once the presence 
of the agent is established, communication can then proceed more privately with both 
agents being involved in a one-to-one dialogue. 
Mobi le agents are also able to communicate over the network, 111 a similar way to 
Iraditional Internet applications, such as ftp , telnet, etc. Once again, the initial 
establishment of a dialogue between agents is achieved via the hosting executi ng 
environments. Communication with remote mobile agents does have associated 
problems, caused by the mobi lity of the agent. Passing messages between two agents 
requires some type of add ress, which refers to the receiving agent ' s location. 
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Obviously, this can cause problems if the receiver is ab le to move to a new location, 
as the address is no longer valid. ew techniques for overcoming thi s particular 
problem are in the early phases of research and development, but include multicast 
messaging, where a message is broadcast to the entire network , instead of just to the 
loca l node. 
At the higher levels of abstraction, communi cating mobile agents will usuall y do so 
by purely message passing. However, at lower levels of abstraction, for example 
communicating mobile objects, some Or! of remote procedure ca ll mechani sm is 
usuall y provided, that allows objects to interact in the same manner as contemporary 
systcms. 
4.5 Advantages Claimed for Mobile Code Systems 
In the previous section, we examined several key technical issues that shape how we 
may ut ili se and implement mobile code infrastructures. Simply understanding the 
technological issues however, will not allow us to make an infonned judgement of 
this new technology. We must a lso understand what advantages mobility might 
bestow upon distributed systems bui lt wi th this new parad igm. 
So fa r, there have been many advantages claimed fo r mobi le agents 
[Chess97][Lange99]. These claims are usuall y in the fonn of qualitative assessments 
but unfo rtunately, very few quanti tative measure ex ist to support these cla ims. 
However, a summary of some of the more frequently quoted and accepted claims are 
describcd in the following sections. 
4.5.1 Bandwidth Savings 
Di stri buted systems by thei r nature are required to communicate over the network . 
This communication can sometimes be in the fonn of multiple consecuti ve 
interactions between two components, for example, a query cl ient and a database. 
This type of data querying can resul t in heavy network traffic. Mobile agents are ab le 
to overcome this problem by relocati ng to the host of the database. In tead of 
shippi ng data back and forth acros the network, they are ab le to migrate the required 
busi ness logic to the data source. Once in situ, they can perfo nn any required queri es 
and proce s the returned info nnati on without saturating the network. After 
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proces ing, they are able to continue with their work, transporting merely the resu lt to 
a new host, if it is in fact needed. 
4.5.2 Reducing Latency 
Many manu facturing and robotic systems must be controll ed in real time. Contro lling 
these systems through a fac tory wide network can be affected by latency and data 
time liness. Mobile agents are able to overcome this problem by migrating to be local 
to the process and control it in real time, thus bypass ing the problems of latency. 
4.5.3 Disconnected Operation 
As the amount of Internet traffic increases, the response from the telecommunications 
companies in installing new carrier in frastructure is immense [Kotz99]. evertheless, 
thi s effoti may still not be enough to satisfy the expand ing base of users. Moreover, 
many users will not have access to the high-speed bandwidth availab le to wealthy 
co rporations. Currently, most home users in the UK still connect via a modem and 
copper te lcphone line . FUt1her, the proliferation of mobile devices, such as palm top 
computers, which employ wireless networks implies that many users and devices will 
be ex tremely lim ited in the bandwidth availa ble to them. This di sparity in quality of 
connection means that perfotl11ing tasks that require a continuous connection to the 
network wi ll be probably not be feasi ble financially , if not technjcally. 
Mobile agents a re a so lution to thi s problem. A pat1icular task can be encapsulated 
within a mobile agent. The agent is then dispatched to a host that is part of the 
network backbone, and enjoys massive bandwidth access. Once there, the mobile 
agent is ab le to carry out its task in the resource ri ch environment before returning 
home. A flttiher advantage of thi s paradigm is that since the mobile agent is now 
independent of the device, the device can go offline, or even be switched off, before 
again connecting later for the agent to return wi th the results. 
4.5.4 Increased Stability 
One of the major problems wi th di stributed systems is fai lure, and the identification of 
the pat1icular type of fa ilure. Traditional distributed systems are bui lt with the 
phi losophy that the network is pel111anent, and any fai lure is unexpected. When it 
does happen it is very difficult to tell whether the network has fa il ed, the machine that 
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was hosting the component you were communicating with has died or the component 
itself has frozen. 
One of the underl ying philosophies behind mobile agents is that the network is not a 
petlllanent resource. By building software with mobi le agents, di stributed systems 
can be less dependent on the netwo rk , since the underl ying tenet i local interaction. 
Discovering thc nature of a fa ilure in a loca l context is a much eas ier propos ition, and 
so ystems built th is way can be more table. Mobi lity can also be used to achieve 
replication for fa ult to lerance, and support robust distributed systems. If a host is 
being shut down, or experiencing problems, an agent is able to react to thi s by 
migrating to a new host where it can continue with its operations. 
4.5.5 Server Flexibility 
In contemporary di stributed systems, when data tS exchanged between 
communicati ng hosts, each host owns a copy of the code that is required to package 
outgoing and interpret incoming mcssages. As protocols are evolved to better support 
efficiency and security, the effort required to upgrade protocols becomes immense. 
By using mobile agents, the protocols can be encapsulated within the agents, and 
removed from the servers. Thus, if a protocol require an upgrade the mobile agent 
population can be upgraded grad uall y as and when required, instead of the entire 
server base. 
Further, since mobile agents are able to carry around their own code, the di stributed 
sy tem can become more flexible since the mobi le agent is not merely limited to the 
fu nctions a server predefines. It is ab le to bring along new or improved code and can 
ex tend the fu ncti onality of the server in which it is executing. 
4.5.6 Simplicity of Installed Server Base 
An add itional advantage of relocating the computational logic and protocols within 
the mobile agent is that the install ed servers become much simpler. Effectively, a 
server becomes merely an executing environment for hosting mobile agents. As thi s 
requires far less functionality pre-engineered into the software from the outset, it can 
help with preventing legacy. Further capabilities can be added by mobil e agents at a 
later date. 
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4.5.7 Support distributed computation 
Mobi le agents are inherently distributed, and as such can be a fundamental enabler for 
di stributed computation. However, they are also heterogeneous, often separated from 
both hardware and software dependencies by their executing environment. This 
means lhey are an idea l technology for integrating disparate legacy systems that have 
dependencies already. 
4.5.8 Commentary 
The advantages we have seen described for mobility are certainly exci ting. Whilst 
very few quantitati ve results ex ist to verify the claimed advantages, the overall picture 
painted is one of a completely new paradigm for building distributed systems. Such is 
the excitement that many research labs have already begun to produce mobile code 
infrastructures [Lange98] [Concordia]. In later yea rs, this initial group may become 
known as I SI generation infrastructures. 
As the mobile code research fie ld has matured, a few quantitati ve measures are 
beginning to be published [Picc098b]. Papastavrou et at [Papastavrou99] have shown 
that using mob ile agents to perfOnll your database queries locall y can have a dramatic 
affect on systcm perfonnance. Johansen has shown that bandwidth usage can indeed 
be reduced by signi ficant levels by using mobile agents when compared to traditional 
client/server architectures [Johansen99]. 
It is the author' s belief, however, that the majority of advantages di scussed in the 
prev ious secti ons are merely optimi sations. Many of these advantages could be 
achieved with contemporary distributed systems, for example by redesigning 
communications protocols. The true advantage of thi s new paradigm is the types of 
di stributed system that can be built : ones that do not suffer from the Waldo problems. 
In the next section, we review some of the well-known frameworks to see how these 
new abstractions are manifesting themselves. 
4.6 Survey of Mobile Agent Systems 
The rapid explosion of interest in thi s field of research means that there are a large 
number of new mobile agent frameworks appearing, a lmost continually. The Mobile 
Agent list [MAL99] currently numbers the known packages at 64. In thi s section, we 
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revIew some of the better-known frameworks and analyse how they embody the 
mobile code abstractions di scus ed in hapter 3. 
4.6.1 Java 
Although not marketed as a mobile agent framework , the Java [Gosling96] 
Development Kit does provide enough nati ve facilities to support weakl y mobi le 
code. This should not be a surprise since the ori ginal goa l of Java' s designers was to 
provide a portable, ea y to learn, network aware object-ori ented language. To ensure 
portability, Java was designed to be platfonn independent. Instead of compiling Java 
into nati ve instruction codes, it is compiled into an inte1111edi ary f01111at known as 
bytecodes. The bytecodes can then be interpreted on any platfonn that has a suitable 
java interpreter; the interpreter is known as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
[Lindholm99]. By having the intern1ediary bytecode stage, Java is an ideal language 
for weak code mobility. The most widely known examples of Java 's mobile code 
capabiliti es are probably applets and servlets [Hopson96], mobile snippets of code 
that can be transferred over the network in an asynchronous manner. Applets and 
servlets should not be viewed as mobile agents however, since they are merely single-
hop pieces of code that contain no notion of autonomy. They do embody the Remote 
Computation (RC) and Code on Demand (CoD) design abstractions (see Section 3.4). 
Inherent platform independence supported through interpretation has made Java an 
extremely popular choice among mobile agent fram ework implementers. One might 
even argue it is the de facto language. These facilities in conjunction with its security 
model [Gong99] and object seriali sation [Sun98b] make it a particularly useful 
technology base from which to begin . 
4.6.2 D'Agents 
Developed at Dartmouth Coll egc, D 'Agents [Rus97] is one of the new breeds of 
mobile agent framework. In its first incarnati on as Agent Tcl [Gray97], 0' Agents 
employed a TeI [Ousterhout94] interpreter, extended to support strong mobility . 
When an agent wishes to migrate to another machine it need only call a single 
function, agent_jump, which triggers the interpreter to package up the complete state 
of the agent and send it to a destination machine. Strong mobility has always been a 
design goa l of the Dartmouth Group and recently, D' Agents has been updated to be a 
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multi-l anguage framework and now supports strong mobility in Java. However, this 
fac ility has come wi th a price; in order to support strong mobili ty in Java the 
D'Agents team had to modi fy the JVM, which means that the framework will onl y 
work with the speciali sed JVM. With the current rate of change in the Java world , 
thi s means that the D' Agent interpretcr can quickl y become out of date. 
4.6.3 Mole 
Mole [Strafler96) was the first mobile agent fram ework developed in Java, and was 
initiall y released in 1995 by the I PVR group of Stuttgart Uni versity. Mo le supports 
weak mobility o nl y, a choice the designers j ustify in [Baumann97). Interestingly, the 
Mole group assert that thei r choice of weak mobi lity was to avo id the problems of 
using a modifi ed JVM that quickl y became out of date. Their goa l was to provide a 
pervasive framework the worked ' out-of-the-box' wi th any standard JVM . This is in 
contrast to the 0 ' Agents group and demonstrates the generall y unexplored nature of 
the resea rch fi e ld . Whether strong or weak mobility is the correct methodology 
remains an open questi on within the mobili ty community . 
Mole provides the notion of places, the executing environment, where user agell ts 
are abl e to meet and communicate. They can interact with the underl ying operating 
system resources via se/vice agellls, which are always stationary. Mole supports a 
number of communication mechanisms including badges. sessiolls and events. An 
asccndi ng hiera rchy of increas ingly anonymous and wider scope of influence 
mechani sms, they are full y described in [Baumann97). 
4.6.4 Hive 
Hive is a distributed agents platfo rm, a decentra li zed system for building applications 
by networking local system resources, and taking advantage of mobile code 
[M inar99). Its designers, a group at the MIT Media lab , are using it to provide the 
infrastructure for connecting their many Things That Think [Gershenfeld99) research 
initi ati ves. Hi ve is built using the standard Java features of object seria lisation and 
interpretati on used by so many mobile agent frameworks and there fore supports weak 
mobil ity . 
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The Hive architecture consists of the fo llowing three abstractions: cells, shadows and 
agenls . A cell is the executing environment in which agents are hosted. Cell s also 
contain hadows, whi ch are pl aceholders for loca l resources, for example a display or 
printer. The designers of Hi ve have made particular effort to add res the problems of 
agent description and Hi ve supports both a syntacti c and semantic ontology. 
Inter-agent communica tion in Hi ve has been achieved by using RM I as the 
communication mechanism. This allows the methods of Hi ve agents to be executed 
remotely. Whil e thi s approach is simple, and uses built in capabilities of the Java 
language. it has the disadvantages of loss of control and security. In the author's 
opinion, it also blurs and lowers the abstraction level of the mobile agent to one of 
merely a mobil e object. If an agent's methods can be ca ll ed and executed remotely, 
then any notion of autonomy fo r the agent has been 10 t. Hive thus embodies a hybrid 
abstraction, drawing elements from the autonomous agents research arena, and from 
contemporary RPC distributed systems. This hybrid abstraction has caused the Hi ve 
team some considerab le headaches in achieving the ir goals [Minar99b]. This is a 
shame. since the ontological descriptions supported by Hive are superi or to many if 
not a ll of the other fi'ameworks reviewed. 
4.6.5 Voyager 
ObjectSpace 's Voyager platfonn is a one-size-fits a ll communication infrastructure. 
At the time of writing Voyager current ly supports EJB [Sun99], CORBA, DCOM, 
and RM I. In its earl y days ObjectSpace promoted the capabi li ty of Voyager to take 
existing CORBA IDL classes and "virtua li se" them, effecti vely making them weakly 
mob ile. Thi s was a major elling po int for Voyager, but recently the company has 
been playing down these capabilities [Glass99]. Voyager should reall y be viewed as a 
Java based messaging broker that has some added capabilities from the mobile agent 
field . This allows programmers to create network applications by choosing between 
traditional and mobile di stribution technologies, and has been a widely successful 
product. 
4.6.6 Jini 
Jini [Arnold99) is Sun Microsy tem 's proposed architecture for embedded network 
applicat ions. It is built using Java and RMI in much the same way as Hive. Jini 
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provides s imple mechanisms that enable devices to plug together to fO l111 an 
impromptu di stributed system. Each device provides services that other devices in the 
system may use. These devices provide their own interfaces, which Sun c laims 
"ensures reliability and compatibility". Much to the chagrin of the Hive team, Jini is a 
very simi lar framework, although it do cs not have the shadow/agent conceptual split. 
Most important however is that Jin i' s creators do not consider location to be an 
important part of the abstraction. Where a parti cul ar service resides in the network is 
not of importance to Jini , the interfaces and lookup services are intended to handl e 
this ort of issue. FUliher, Jini only supports single-hop mobility, and as such can be 
categorized as embodying merely the CoD abstraction. This continued support of the 
location transparency abstraction and only a basic mobile code abstraction are 
surpri sing as Waldo is one of the authors of the Jini specification. 
4.6.7 Ag/ets 
The Aglet Software Development Kit (ASDK) [Lange98] has been developed by 
IBM's Tokyo Research Labs, and was one of the first and most publicised Java based 
mobile agent fra mework released. The core abstractions supported by the ASDK are 
that of an aglet, a proxy and a cOlltext. 
An ag let is a mobile autonomous agent, whose structure can be considered to consist 
of two di stinct parts, the aglet core and the aglei proxy. The core is the heart of the 
aglet and contains all of the aglet's internal data and logic. It provides interfaces 
through which the aglet may communicate with its environment. The aglet core is 
then encapsulated by an aglet proxy that acts as a shield against any attempt to 
directl y access any of the aglet's pri vate internals, and can hide the rea l location of the 
aglet from malic ious aglets. 
The aglet contex t is the executing environment in which the aglets ex ist. It provides 
an in terface to the underlyi ng operating system through which aglets are able to 
access core fac ilities, and ga in references to other aglets' proxies. The contex t a lso 
manages the Ii fecycle of an aglet. Since the AS DK only provides weak mobility, this 
lifecycle is one of the ASDK 's most va luable features since it allows the programmer 
to describe behaviour an aglet should perfOt111 in reaction to certain events, for 
example, the shutdown of the cUn'ent host, or a request to migrate to a new host. This 
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lifecycle i supported through an event-based scheme that is well known in the 
wi ndow system programming world . Aglets implement a number of event handling 
methods that can be customized by the programmer. These methods cover all the 
important events in the life cyclc of an ag let (creation, dispatch , arrival, deletion, etc.). 
For example, if yo u move an aglet it wil l be notified upon leaving its host and upon 
a rri va l at the new host. Of all the fi'ameworks reviewed, Aglets enforces the mobile 
agent abstraction and metaphor most strongly. In contrast to Hi ve, all communication 
between aglets is via messaging. On receipt of a message, an aglet is ab le to decide 
what to do with the message, and when, thus sustaining the autonomy of the agent. 
4.6.8 The Mobile Agent Graveyard: Te/escript and Odyssey 
Developed by General Magic Telescript [White96j was an object-oriented 
programming language designed fo r the development of Personal Intelligent 
Communicators (P I Cs). PICs were defined as being handheld palmtop-like devices 
with little memory and low bandwidth capabi lity. Telescript was the first of its kind 
to appear and ground breaking in the facilities it offered . 
Telescript was an interpreted language that supported strong mobility. There were 
actuall y two levels of the language: High Telescripl , the actua l language used for 
implementation, and Low Telescripl , a Postscript like language which could be 
interpreted better by the top level executing environment, the engine. 
Other abstractions supported by Telescript included ogents. mobile agents that were 
ab le to migrate on a ingle command of go; places, stationary processes that provide 
interfaces to services, and were normall y inhabited by agents; tickets, objects that 
describe an agent joumey; permits, objects that define the capabi li ties and resource 
constraints of an agent. 
There is an important programming paradigm difference between Aglets and 
Telescript that demonstrates the differences between strong and weak mobility: 
Telesclipt is focused on process migration that allows you to "go" in the middle of a 
loop and resume the execution in the middle of that loop on another machine. Aglet 
developer must consider how to deal with migration of non-static data . 
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Sad ly, Tclescript is no longer ava il able, having gone to the Mobile Agent Graveyard7 
Odyssey was General Magic's attempt to revive its flagging fortunes with a Java 
based mob il e agent framework that resembled Telescript. It never made it out of beta. 
4.7 Choosing a Mobile Agent Framework 
Whilst there are an increasing number of mobi le agent framework s, when the study 
described in thi s thesis began the choice was limited to perhaps half a dozen. From 
those avai lable, IBM 's Aglet framework was se lected. It would be appea ling to be 
able to demonstrate a methodology employed for selecting the framework, but there is 
none. The Agle ts package was chosen due to the connections o f Danny Lange, the 
inventor and chief architect of Aglets, to researchers at MS!. However, in de fence, 
several important factors support the choice of the ASDK: 
• it was onc of the fi rst to use the Java programming language; 
• it contains the notion of agent itinerary whi ch systems such as Telesc ript did not 
SUppOI1 ; 
• it is being proposed for submission to the Object Management Group (OMG) Mobile 
Agent Facility RFP; 
• it includes a fi ne gra ined security model 
• aglets has proven to be an ex tremely popular framewo rk in the mobile agent 
community for its clear agent abstractions and li fecyc le faci li ties 
Actual mobil ity in the ASDK is enabled by the provision of two faciliti es: 
• the Agent Transfer Protoco l (A TP) 
• the Java Agent Transfer and Commu nicati on Interface (J-ATCI). 
The A TP is an application level protocol for di stributed agent based infonnation 
systems and facilitates migrati on of the aglets over a network . Based on the naming 
conventions of the Internet, ATP use the Uni versal Resource Locator (URL) 
[Berners- Lee92bJ for specify ing host locat ions, whil st maintaining a platfonn 
independent protocol fo r enabling the transfer of mobile agents between networked 
computers. Although thi s protoco l has been released with the ASDK, its domain of 
use is by no means exclusive to aglets, as it offers the opportunity to handle mobile 
1 It live:. on Ihough, lhrough fW1ivcly copied gold CD's! 
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agents from any programming language and a variety of agent systems, as long as 
they implement the protocol interfaces. 
Reinforcing the ATP at a higher communication level is J-ATC1, an independent 
agent protocol enabling agents to move and communicate within a network. J-A TCl 
is a simple and flexible programming interface that enables programmers to develop 
platform independent agents without having to build into them the necessary protocols 
for wire communication. By ensuring a native implementation of the J-A TCI 
designers can expect their agents to function on any platform. The J-ATCl has also 
been submitted to the OMG. 
Aglet Core 
Aglet-Context 
Communication 
Ag let M ig rat ion / ;=:J .. -....  -.. ,,\ 
l I 1 
\,'----.. _.../ 
Aglet-Aglet 
Comm unication 
Figure 18. The Aglet Environment 
4.8 Concluding Remarks 
Message 
object 
Pure academic thought might have been encouraged in the classical world, but in ours, 
we require facts too. To support the philosophical argument of Part I, we construct 
two prototype distributed systems with mobile code technology. To evaluate the 
systems we have identified several issues that are constantly engaging the so ftware 
industry: system agility, semantic alignment and component coupling. The business 
process our systems are intended to support has been extracted from an industrial case 
study. The prototypes will be subjected to several Scenarios Jor Change, which will 
allow us to gain an insight into how well they perform. 
This chapter also contains a review of the technical Issues involved with 
implementing the mobile code abstractions, a summary of many of the claimed 
advantages for mobile code and a rowldup of several of the more established mobile 
code infrastructures. In the following chapters, we report on the inlplementation and 
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evaluation of our prototypes. Before that however, we describe the case study that 
was used to generate a busines model and process for the prototypes to support. 
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5 I. T.L. : An Industrial Case Study 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the industri al case study undertaken in the course of the 
rcsearch described in thi s PhD. It was perfo nned at Instrument Technology Lld 
(ITL), a high perfo rmance vacuum component manufacturer based on the south coast 
of the UK, in Q I 1997. In the nex t secti on, we discuss the methodology and the 
objectives of the case study. 
5.2 Why a case study? 
"A case study is an exp lo ration of a question or phenomenon w hen lillle is 
known in advance, and where the situation may be complex." [Yi n94) 
Case studies are ab le to examine processes within a specific contex t, draw on multiple 
sources of in fo rmation, and relate a story, usuall y in a chronologica l order. In case 
stud ies, we are able to ask: "H ow or why does th is occur?" We can create a rich, 
tex tured description of a social, economical or infrastructural process [Scanlon97] . 
Th is in fo nnation can g ive an insight into how to ga in answers to more specific 
questions, or produce conceptual models of a business process. 
It has a lready been shown that the mobile code community recognises the lack of rea l 
world examples of their technology [Picc098] [Milojicic99]. We aim to prove that 
mobile code can be used to build real software systems. Therefore, the scope of thi s 
particul ar study was to gain an insight into I.T.L. and identify a suitable business 
process. The ex traction of an industri al process model would provide a suitable 
reference around which the subsequent prototype implementations could be bui lt. 
Further, the ca e study allows us to generate rea l world scenarios that can be used to 
eva luate the prototype systems after their construction. 
When perfonning a case study it is extremely important to select an appropriate 
methodology [Jones97]. To achieve our objecti ves, the methodology selected was to 
carry out a qualitative, explo ratory case study. Qualitati ve studi es are parti cularl y 
usefu l in attempting to answer questions such as 'Why?' or 'How?' [Strauss90], whi le 
exploratory studies are those that attempt to gai n an in itia l insight into a situation. 
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Together they allow the examiner to create a 'snap-shot' in time of a particular process 
or situation. T he methodology was considered appropriate, as it was capable of 
fu lfi lling our rcquirements: 
I] To produce an SO P model , 
2] whi ch was based on a rea l wo rld example, 
3] upon which a set of experimental scenarios could be based. 
The models generated from the case study are presented and di scussed later in the 
chapter, fo llowing an overview of I.T.L. 
5.3 Who are I. T.L.? 
Instrument Technology Limited (I.T.L.) is a British manu facturing company ba ed in 
East Sussex. It has been established for over twelve years, and usually performs 
steadi ly. A recent diversification in product range had reaped benefits however, and 
at the time of the case study, the company had shown a growth in turn-over from 
£500k to nea rl y £ I Om in fi ve years, whil st concurrentl y developing an extensive, 
global customer and distributor base. More recently, the company has been affected 
by the crash of the Asian ti ger economies. 
5.3.1 What does I. T.L. do? 
I.T. L.'s core business is manufacturing high perfonnance vacuum components, 
primaril y fo r the semi-conductor industry. The scope of the product range ensures 
that there are few other companies in the world that manufactu re a greater diversity of 
standardi sed vacuum components. At the time of the case study, there were over 
2,000 modu lar products and almost 7,000 items in the product catalogue. In an 
interview with the managi ng director [Barlow97] it became clear that these figures 
were expected to increase. The company has been quick to recognise the trend 
towards customer-driven speciali sed services and part production. This is supported 
by an extremel y fl ex ible design serv ice offering almost un limited choice to customers, 
who are able to submi t their own specifications fo r product manufacture. Co-ex isting 
wi th the standardi sed prod uct group is the speciali sed vacuum chamber division, 
which builds intricate, high pressure chambers and vacuum chambers, usuall y fo r 
advanced research fac ilities such as CERN. 
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5.3.2 How does I. T.L. work? 
Until 1997, I.T. L. perceived8 its largest market to be in the UK and Export direct 
sales, in which they have a substantia l market share. However, the emphasis for the 
company tS now shift ing to much larger, more lucrative contracts w ith several 
international OEM's. Deals with a number of multinationals have consolidated 
previously successful working relationships, and ensured good market standing for 
I.T.L., which is now emerging as a global "player" in the vacuum component market. 
For direct sales, a network of Sales agents deals with the promotion and marketing of 
brand products. The network encompasses Europe, the Far East and Central and 
Southern Africa, with several more slated fo r adoption in the short term. All o rders 
are still supplied from I.T.L. ' s headquarters in the UK. OEM partners are offered 
exceptional configurability in delivery and service. 
packaging, branding or invo icing. 
C HQ 
D Manufacturing 
~ Sales 
El Stock Control 
For example, specialised 
Figure 19. An overview of I.T.L. around Ihe world. 
LT.L. now perceives the greatest potential for sustained growth in expanding its net-
work of Sales Agents into new markets, whilst attempting to broker new OEM deals 
with further American companies [Barlow97]. Consolidation with its oriental 
partners has also brought new opportunities in reducing manufacturing costs, and the 
company is investigating the viability of invest ing in new manufacturing fac ilities in 
the Far East. 
• The term "pcrceived" used here is factually correct, at the lime of writing no onc at I.T.L. was able 10 give exact figures for any 
of their markets. 
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Fina ll y, I.T. L. has settl ed on a long-term strategy of expanding its global presence. In 
doing so , I.T. L. has rea li sed that it w ill no longer be economical to continue wi th 
centrali sed stock contro l since transportati on of its products is expensive. Ergo, the 
company is considering adding new stock contro l centres or warehouses at globa ll y 
strategic locati ons. 
5.3.3 Commentary 
With the increasingly extensive portfolio of products and parts, the configurability 
that I.T.L. offers to its customers, coupled with the long teml strategy o f expansion 
and the need to remain responsive in the market place, it is clear that I.T.L. requ ires a 
high degree of tl ex ibility fro m both its business practices and the supporting IT 
in frastruct ure. 
I.T .L. is a lso hoping to expand both its network o f Sales Agents and its stock control 
centres. Thi s requires a radica l change in the company' s business practi ces. It must 
transfo rm from a central and loca li sed operating model to a distributed one. The 
pi tfall s and problems associated with transformations o f th is kind are we ll 
documentcd [Peters82] [Hammer93] [Goldman95]. 
Eq uall y, as the Asian Tiger economi es example demonstrates, I.T.L. is competing in a 
fl uctuating market. Re pondi ng to such problems as, for example, changing suppl iers 
or meeting 'Just In Time' (J IT) manufacturing requirements mean the company must 
stri ve to remain agile. Here, agil ity is considered the ability to respond quickly to 
market pressures. For example, both up and downturns in orders, adding o r removing 
suppli ers, adding or removing sales agents, etc. 
It was our ai m to generate a process model fro m a real company. This would then 
fo rm the basis for our implementati ons, and would allow us to evaluate their 
perfornl ance when subjected to the kinds of pressures a rea l software system may 
expenence. From the case study, it is clear that I.T. L. is a prime example of a 
manufacturing enterprise fac ing the very rea l pressures of remain ing af,ril e and 
competitive. Thc requirements o f I.T .L. can be summari sed as: 
• It requires a high degree of fl ex ibil ity in its IT infrastnlcture 
• It must be able to add new sales agents qui ckl y 
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• It needs to add new stock control centres 
• It must be ab le to upsize and downsize with equa l ease 
5.4 Process Modelling 
Having c tablished I.T. L. was a suitabl e candidate upon which to base our 
implementations it was important to identify a suitable business process. The 
requirements of I.T. L. li sted in the previous section all pertain to the Sales Order 
Process (SOP). Indeed, the SO P plays a pivotal role in any business that reli es on 
constant orders fo r surviva l, and invo lves links to customers, di stributors and 
suppl iers th ro ughout the world. Thi s is a perfect proces to support with a distributed 
software system, and therefore, the decision was taken to use I.T.L. 's SOP as the 
process model. 
Under tand ing the internal process of a company can be complex . A simple but 
effecti ve tool that is o ften used fo r thi s purpose is a data fl ow diagram (DFD) 
[DeMarc078J. Using DFDs, the core business processes of I.T.L. were modelled in 
an attempt to understand how I.T.L. respond to a new order (see Figure 20). In thi s 
di agram, the many processes are defined by the senior management fi gures that are 
responsible fo r those particular areas. Each core process is surrounded by a dotted 
line fo r further clarifi cation. 
From thi s rather complex di agram, it is possible to extract the core business processes 
and represent them in a higher level, abstract view. Figure 2 1, the Abstract Process 
Model (A PM), shows thi s simpli fied view and depicts the interactions between the 
each process upon receipt of a new order. The decision branch shown in Figure 21 
has been intentionall y omitted from Figure 20 fo r reasons of clarity. By examining 
the interactions between the major components of the APM a basic visual model was 
generated to represent the entire process. This can be seen in Figure 22 . To better 
understand thi s model we will wa lk through an example of a new order being placed. 
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Figure 20. Informat ion now through I.T.L. on receiving an order 
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Figure 22. The Sales Order Process 
5.4.1 A Walkthrough 
A new Customer Order is placed with a Sales Agent. The Sales Agent then 
interrogates Stock Control to see if the order can be fulfilled from the existing stock. 
If it can, a new Order is raised and the items are allocated to that order number before 
being dispatched to the customer, along with an invoice. 
If the items are not in stock, then the order is passed to production control where 
again, an Order is raised. Accompanying this Order is a new Works Order for the 
required manufacturing of the requested products, or product parts. The Works Order 
is then passed to manufacturing for completion, and if necessary purchasing for 
replacement of raw materials. Once the product or parts are completed, they are 
booked into Stock Control before being checked out again for dispatch. The standard 
delivery time at l.T.L. is three weeks, unless the order is being specially manufactured 
to specifications submitted by the customer. 
5.4.2 Refining the Model 
Implementation of two software systems to support in full the Sales Order Process of 
a manufacturing enterprise is beyond the scope and time frame of a PhD. Therefore, 
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we decided to concentrate on the interactions of sales agents handling order requests 
and the stock control centres. These particular facets are fundamental to the SOP as a 
whole, and are intrinsically associated with the issues of building distributed software 
systems. Thus, these processes fo rm the major components of the subsequent 
prototype implementations. 
The Production Control process was removed from the model since scheduling is an 
entire field of research in its own right and was deemed external to the objectives of 
this thesis. In addition, the greyed out areas of Dispatch and Manufacturing represent 
processes that were considered of secondary importance to the requirements identified 
in Chapter 4. These would make exce llent candidates fo r investigation and expansion 
in any future work. The finalised model used in the implementation can be seen in 
Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Modified Sales Order Process model 
5.5 Concluding Remarks 
Gaining an insight fro m a real world manufacturing enterprise is an invaluable tool for 
developing a model from which to base experimental work. This chapter has 
presented the case study undertaken at the vacuum component manufacturer 
Instrument Technology Ltd. Examination of LT.L.°s core business processes has 
yielded a high level abstract model based around the Sales Order Process. This model 
will be used as the basis for the prototype implementations described in the next 
chapter. In addition, the company's background and operations were examined, 
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resultin g in th e identificati on of a set of requ irements that I.T.L. had of their software 
system. These a re summari sed below. 
I.T.L.: 
• requires a hi gh degree of Oexibi li ty in its software systems 
• must be ab le to add new sa les agents qui ckly 
• needs to add new stock control centres 
• mu t be ab le to remove new add itions with equa l ease. 
In the next chapter we describe the implementation of o ur two prototype systems. 
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6 Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
It ha been stated that the field of mobile code research lacks examples of real world 
appli cations [Picc098] . Therefore, the work in Part II of thi s thesis has been 
undel1aken with that fact in mi nd . In support of our philosophica l argument for 
mobi le code, we wish to demonstrate the feasibi lity of actuall y buildi ng real 
dist ri buted systems wi th thi s technology. 
In the previous chapter, we described the generation of a Sales Order Process model, 
which we aim to support with mobile code technology. We have further refined the 
model to focus our invest igative work on those aspects that depend on distri bution by 
choosing to concen trate on the interact ions of sa les agents dealing with order requests 
and the stock contro l centres. 
In thi s chapter, we describe the implementation of our two prototype systems, a 
mobi le object version of the bu iness model and a mobile agent version. First, we 
begi n by presenting a top down view of the implemented SOP model, before going on 
to discuss the coml1l on parts of the two prototype systems and detail their differences. 
6.2 The Model 
Figure 24 depicts the implemented mobi le agent model of the SOP. The fu ndamental 
operation of the process is as fol lows: fo llowing an enqui ry from a customer to a 
SalesAgent (SA), an OrderAgent (OA) is di spatched to the StockContro lAgent (SCA) 
where it requests the ful fi lment of its order by passing an Order object. The 
StockContro lAgent , which is resident at a distribution point, queri es the stock 
database to see if enough products are in stock. I f there are enough products, the 
StockContro lAgent then returns a DeliveryDate object to the OrderAgent. The 
OrderAgent then returns and reports to its parent SalesAgent, which i then able to 
notify the customer of the delivery date. 
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Figure 24. Agent Sales Order Process Model - with example routes for OrderAgents 
lfthere are not enough products in stock to satisfY the order, the OrderAgent migrates 
to the manufacturing plant where it uses the Product ID encapsulated in the Order 
object and queries the BOM database for a list of sub-parts or raw materials required. 
This is then encapsulated within the OrderAgent, which is dispatched to 
manufacturing to deliver it, before returning to the SalesAgent with a DeliveryDate 
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object conta ining a standard deli very date. If there are not enough raw material s in 
stock, agents within the manufacturing plant server generate a PurchaseOrderAgent 
that encapsulates detail s of all the required materi als. 
The mobile object model is very similar to that described above, the key difference 
being that the results from stock database queri es are gathered from remote 
StockCont ro lAgents by a mobile OrderObject guided by a specifi c itinerary. Instead 
of processing thi s infoll11ation loca ll y to the data source, it is returned to the 
SalesAgent fo r processing. At arri va l, the OrderObject deli vers the results before 
being tellninated. If further excursions are necessary, the SalesAgent creates new 
mobile objects and di spatches them as required. The mobile object does not make 
autonomous decisions based on the acquired infolln ation. 
6.3 The Bestiary 
The implementation work described in thi s thesis was undenaken using IBM's Aglet 
So ft ware Development Kit [Lange98], a mobile agent development framework that 
was extensively descri bed in Section 4.6.7. This framework has been used as the base 
upon which to implement the two di fferent versions of the SOP model. Each major 
process has been embodied as an agent, and there is quite a large overlap in 
commonality between the two systems. Similar amongst both models are the stati c 
agents consisting of SalesAgents, StockContro lAgents, ManufacturingAgents, 
PurchasingAgents and DispatchAgents. As one might expect, there are also mobile 
components to the systems, and it is here that each system di ffers from the other. In 
the mobil e agent system, there are OrderAgents, whilst in the mobile object system 
there are OrderObjects. Generi ca ll y, we will refer to these as the Order components 
of the systems. This is primarily, a lthough not entirely, where the di stinction between 
the Remote Computation and Mobile Agent abstraction is evident. It should be noted 
that in a stati c analysis of the system, the mobile Order components are a single entity 
in the design. However, during execution the number of migrating mobile 
components in the system would be significantly more than the number of stati c 
components. In the following sections, we di scuss each agent type and its relationship 
to other agents. 
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6.3.1 OrderAgents 
OrderAgents represent the mobile components 111 the Mobile Agent system. The 
agents di scussed in thi s paper can be classified in line with Frankl in and Graesser 
[Franklin96] a goa l oriented , communi cati ve, and mobile i.e.: 
• Goa l oriented - they do not simply act in response to the environment 
• Communicative - they are able to communicate with other agents 
• Mobile - they are able [0 transpol1 themselves from one host to another. 
On creation, each OrderAgent is given a copy of a new Order and an Iti nerary 
that contains detail s of which hosts they must visit to enquire about completion of 
thei r Order. Encapsulated within the Itinerary are Tasks , which the OrderAgent 
carri es out on an'iva l at a new host. Once the OrderAgents have been given an 
Or er , they are then responsible for completion of that order. Some example 
program li stings of an OrderAgent and a Task can be found in the Appendices. 
After creation, the Order Agents migrate to the first host in their Itinera ry to interact 
wi th the resident StockControlAgent. This interaction wi ll invo lve the OrderAgent 
querying the StockControlAgent as to whether the Order it is carrying can be satisfi ed 
by the levels of stock cUITentl y held . The actual stock database is queried by the 
StockControlAgent ; the OrderAgent does not interact with it. The OrderAgent 
processes the results returned by the StockControlAgent. If the rel evant stock is 
ava il ab le the OrderAgent asks the StockControlAgent to book out the stock to its 
Order number before renlrning to the SalesAgent that created it to report on the 
deli very date, whil t the StockControlAgent sends a message to the DispatchAgent 
with detail s of where to send the products. If the stock levels at the first 
StockContro lAgent are unsati sfactory, the Order Agent is able to migrate to the next 
host in its li st to begin the process again. However, ifno StockControlAgents are ab le 
to ati tY the Order then the OrderAgent will proceed to the ManufacturingAgent to 
request production of the relevant components. Although thi s behaviour remai ns 
unimplemented, it is intended that the ManufacturingAgent would then interact with 
some scheduling so ftware system to ascertain an estimate on the required time for 
manufacnlre that the OrderAgent could use to report to the SalesAgenl. Currentl y, 
thi s com1l1unication consists of a simple message and acknowledgement from the 
ManufacturingAgent. 
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The va lid outcome fo r the goa l of the OrderAgent is reporting a deli very date for the 
order to the SalesAgent. If all else fa il s, it will return and repOft that it has fai led, 
allowing the SalesAgen t to begin the process again. In the future, thi s may also 
include reporting an a llocation for raw materia ls, an internal works order number and 
time to manufacture. While not complex, OrderAgen ts usuall y make up the majority 
of the agent population in the system, although thi s is dependent on the number of 
enquities received by the SalesAgents. Potentiall y, there could be hundreds of mobile 
OrderAgents mi grating through the network , attempting to fu lfil their own patti cular 
Order. S ince OrderAgents req uire no interaction wi th a user, they have no Graphical 
User Interface (GU I). 
6.3.2 Order Objects 
OrderObjects are the mobile components of the Remote Computation system. 
However, in contrast to the mobile agent system, it is more appropriate to view the 
mobi le objects a mobile messengers. Ini tiall y they appear to perfornl the same 
function as the OrderAgents described above, and in many respects, th is is true. On 
creation, the OrderObjects are given an Itinerary and an Order and are di spatched 
to the first host on thei r list. There, they again query the StockControlAgent to 
establish whether the order may be fulfilled at that host. Although OrderObjects are 
til l able to migrate to a data source and take advantage of loca l interaction and all the 
advantages that brings, they do not contain the business logic to autonomously 
process any re ults. They merely add them to their reco rds before migrating to the 
next host in the Itinerary. Once a ll hosts in the li t have been visited , and all tock 
databases queried, the OrderObjects return to their origin to report the findings to their 
parent SalesAgent, after wh ich they are tenninated. In th is system, the processing of 
the results is perfOfmed by the SalesAgent, which creates a new OrderAgent and 
dispatches it to one of the hosts to commit the stock to the Order. Again, during 
execution there may be many hundreds of mobi le OrderObjects instanti ated within the 
system. 
6.3.3 SalesAgents 
SalesAgents are stati c agents that are responsible for generating Order components, 
giving them an Order and Itinerary, and sending them out into the network so they 
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may interact with StockControlAgents. SalesAgents are the human users' main 
interaction with the SOP system and therefore they have a GUI with which the sales 
person can create a new Order. SalesAgents are more complex than the Order 
components, since they must keep track of current orders, but they still remain "slim" 
and can be manifest as a client for sa les persons worki ng on tenni nals or NetPCs, or 
be hosted on a laptop for travell ing sa les persons. 
In the mobile agent version the only logic contai ned within these agents is that 
required to create a new OrderAgent, wi th its accompanying Order and Itinerary. 
They are capable of maintaining a li st of spawned OrderAgents, and thus are aware of 
whi ch Orders have been fulfilled. In the mobile object version, they also contain the 
busi ness logic required to process the results returned by their s lave OrderObjects. 
6.3.4 StockControlAgents 
The StockContro lAgents are another example of static agents within the systems, but 
as they do not interact with human users, they have no user interface. They are 
responsible for handling all requests for products and materials made by the Order 
components, and act as custodians for the infonnation con tained in the stock 
data bases. As such, they are a communications bridge between the data sources and 
the other agents in the system. All requests for tock levels and a llocation must be 
made through the StockControlAgents. 
Manufacturing enterprises are usually supported by a heterogeneous mix of hardware 
and software, with many different types of database systems employed at any given 
time. When designing StockContro lAgents so they may connect to such a vari ety of 
database systems it became apparent that some of the required features of these agents 
were particular to each databa e, wh i 1st others were generic and could be applied to 
any StockContro lAgent. In the initial stages of the implementation, the 
StockControlAgents had been using text fi les as their storage medium, modelled on 
MICROS record . Many new database systems no longer use text files however, so it 
was later decided to improve their capabi lity to allow them to communicate with any 
ODBC enabled database. OD BC is an industry standard for database access. The 
work on thi s problem has yielded a common design that can be used as a base pattern 
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and applied to all StockControlAgents [Papaioannou99]. The DataQueryAgent is dis-
cussed later in Section 6.4. I. 
6.3.5 ManufacturingAgents, Materia/sAgents, 
PurchasingAgents and DispatchAgents 
Thesc particular agent types have been classified as having secondary importance to 
thi s initial study. Currently all three are represented in the SOP systems by "dumb" 
stat ic agents. By dumb we mean that they are merely communicative and possess no 
intemal logic to perf0I111 any particular tasks. They are ab le to simply acknowledge 
communication from other agents , and represent a definite avenue for further 
investi gation and research. However, their presence in the systems al lows us to begin 
to explore the issues invol ved wi th multi -hop mobile agents vs the client/server 
paradigm. 
6.4 Considering Lifecycle and Maintenance Issues 
The implementation described in thi s thesis are proof-of-concept systems. They are 
used in our experimental work to demonstrate that real world software can be built 
with mobile code systems. In addition, we wished to measure the degree of 
fl exibi lity, coupling and semantic alignment offered by the mobile code abstraction. 
Fut1her, to fu ll y consider the support provided for building rea l world systems we 
examine the full lifecycle phases of software systems. These include issues relating to 
design. implementation, runtime and maintenance. The resulting knowledge and 
supporting tools and are discussed in the next sections. 
6.4.1 DataQueryAgent: A Proto-Pattern for Database Query 
A major goa l of the work described in this thesis has been to bui ld agi le software 
systems. For the oftware architectures implemented in this study to achieve this 
throughout their lifetimes, they must be capable of querying a variety of new or 
legacy databases. Investi gation into thi s problem has generated an effective and 
reusable pro to-pattern that can be used to build agent databa e query systems 
[Papaioannou98]. The DataQueryAgent, shown in Figure 25, can be decomposed into 
several constituent parts, which are described in the following sections . 
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Comms Package 
.. 
Infrastructure 
Figure 25. DataQueryAgent Architecture 
6.4.1.1 The Infrastructure 
The infrastructure provides the system creator with the fac ilities to communicate with, 
and manage the lifecycle of agents in the system. The environment in which the agent 
will execute normally dictates the infrastructural requirements, although they are 
usually acces ible through the framework libraries or via class inheritance. For 
example, in our implementations these fac ilities are attained by extending the abstract 
Aglet class. 
6.4.1.2 The Identifier 
The Identifier plays an essential role in system security and traceability. Whilst it is 
more usual for mobile agents to carry an Identifier, static agents must also be able to 
prove their credentials. In future implementations, we imagine that 
StockControlAgents would be able to generate PurchaseOrderAgents and 
WorksOrderAgents in order to fulfil unsatisfied orders. Part of the parent' s Identifier 
would be handed to these child agents, as proof of their o rigin on dispatch to another 
host. 
6.4.1.3 The Communication Package 
The Communication Package handles the incoming communication from querying 
agents and translates this into a fo rmat the Business Logic Unit or Database Handler 
components are able to understand. Inter-agent communication methods vary 
between different agent environments, as do the communication protoco ls and 
requirements of differing agent solutions. In some examples, simple String 
matching is sufficient for simple communication. However, interact ions that are more 
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complex may require an attempt at semantic level communication. The use of Agent 
Communication Languages (ACL's) such as KQML [Labrou96] is typical of the more 
advanced approaches that are being proposed to solve these problems. To handle the 
requirement fo r a variety of communi cation methods, the Comms Package can be 
in terchanged by thc software designer with respect to their particular requirements. 
6.4.1.4 Business Logic Unit 
The Business Logic Un it is used to understand communication and queries from other 
agen ts, and generate a course of action to ful fil those requests. In the SOP scenari o, 
when an OrderAgent is dispatched by the SalesAgent, it encapsulates an Order object. 
Upon arri va l at the StockControlAgent, it wi ll attempt to fulfil that order, a task that in 
itself can requi re some simple logic. For example, for simplicities sake an Order 
object onl y contains descriptions of the full products that are expected . Although the 
OrderAgent may onl y be aware that it requires one hundred widgets by Tuesday, the 
StockControlAgent may include some logic that translates thi s request into one where 
a widget must be suppl ied with a grommet and two nuggets. Thus, the Order actually 
requires one hundred widgets and grommets, plus two hundred nuggets. More 
probably, the StockControlAgent will quely another database to retrieve the Bill of 
Materials for the product. Since all the OrderAgents wi ll require this same logic, it is 
clear that including it as part of the DataQueryAgent is the best solution. By keeping 
the size of the Order and the encapsulated logic low, the size of the Order Agent is 
kept small , reducing network traffic. 
6.4.1.5 The Database Handler 
The Database Hand ler deals with connecting to a database, retrieving infon11ation 
from it, updating it, or even switching databases transparently to the requesting agent. 
It works in tandem with the Business Logic Unit to fulfil the request of a querying 
agent. The Database Handler ensures that the DataQuery Agent is capable of 
interfacing with many different types of data source. 
The examples shown in Figure 26 add ress a large percentage (but by no means all ) of 
the rea l world situations and the methods cUITently being employed to query databases 
within a manufacturing enterpri se. Connecting to a new type of database ostensibly 
requires only the production of a new Database Handler. However, we make no 
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claims about the ease of thi s task. It is understood that access to a database is not all 
that is requi red; there remains the diffi cult problems of understanding the schema 
used in the new database before specific infom1ation can be retri eved. Work towards 
this goa l can be seen in the efforts of the EOI and STEP/PO ES community. 
DataQueryAgen 
.J r l~'I_"""·_"· ' ''~~I ,I. 
legacy System 
Figure 26. T he DataQ ueryAgent with examples of different Da t. H. ndler modules 
6.4.2 The Data Connector Tool 
When constructi ng the StockContro lAgents for our implementations, using the 
OataQueryAgent pattern , it became apparent that the most arduous task invo lved was 
in making the connection to a database. Whilst on the surface a rel atively simple task, 
lhere are several variables that musl be con figured correctly, and a number of JOBC 
interfaces that must be used accurately. To all eviate the problems thi s caused, the 
OalaConnector too l was produced to automate some of these tasks. 
The OataConnector Tool is a Java program, with a user interface that allows the user 
to insert the required parameters for connection to a JOBC compliant data source. 
The validity of these parameters can be repeatedly tested, using the refresh, update 
and test faci liti es, until the correct configuration is achieved. Once a satisfactory 
connection has been made, thi s dala is then exported by seri alising it to di sk. Each 
StockContro lAgent can then be given a reference to the file that contains the 
pat1icular information they require to connect to their specific database. 
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6.4.2.1 Benefits of DataConnector 
The biggest advantage in using this tool is the ability to test connections to a database 
and server across the network, or even the Internet. If a virtual enterprise were to 
decide to use mobile agent technology as a too l for 
td'iIll!iitif#b. ,1, Jij i 
'10'. 
I !~bUdt"· 
c." ......... 
Iplxl rapid integration, it is likely that o ne of the 
co llaborators (o r their systems administrator) will 
have some pnor expenence m usmg the 
technology. The DataConnector too l allows a 
single administrator to test all the required 
database connections between the relevant 
systems, and produce a set of connection 
information fil es that can be fo rwarded to the 
respective sites. Moreover, if the agent 
Fig 27 Screensbot of DataConnector 
environments and servers have already been set 
up, a Messenger agent could deliver the files, and the DataHandlers could be 
completed and initialised automatically. The lightweight nature of a connection 
information file means that continued use of the agent system would allow an 
administrator to build up a set of predefined fil es for various configurations that 
would accelerate the speed with which new co llaborators or data sources could be 
added in the future, increasing the system agility and responsiveness of the enterprise. 
6.5 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we have described the realisation o f our Sales Order Process model. 
We have produced two prototype implementations in order to evaluate the mobile 
object and mobile agent abstractions. The major processes identified in the overall 
business logic of the SOP have been embodied as agents in these systems, which 
comprise a mixture of static and mobile agents. Each individual type of agent created 
has been reviewed and discussed and their relationships examined. 
The major difference between the two systems is the physical and conceptual location 
of the business logic associated with processing stock query results. In the mobile 
object version, this logic remains in the SalesAgent and is in an analogous position to 
where it would be found in a traditional client/server system. In the mobile agent 
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version, th is logic is encapsulated within the mobile OrderAgent. In the fonner, the 
processing of the results must take place after all the data has been returned to the 
cl ient, whil st in the latter the decision can be made loca ll y to the data source by the 
mobile agent. 
At the start of thi s chapter, we mentioned that part of the rational for th is study was to 
demonstrate the feasibi li ty of building rea l distributed systems with this new 
technology. We have accomplished that. We have built two prototype Sales Order 
Process software systems, based on a real world model , with mobile code technology. 
In addition, through consideration of the lifecycle and maintenance issues of these 
systems we have developed a proto-pattern to assist in the modular creation of 
DataQueryAgents. Supporting this pattern is a sma ll tool, the DataConnector too l, 
which allows system administrators to rapid ly connect DataQuery Agents to their data 
sources. 
Duri ng the case study, descri bed in Chapter 6 we also establi shed several rea l world 
requirement for such systems. These have been identified as "scenarios for change" 
that can be used to evaluate how well each prototype responds to the types of 
pressures experience by real world software systems. The evaluation process and 
results are described in the next chapter. 
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7 Evaluation 
7.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter described the implementation of two mobile code systems. The 
rational fo r their construction was to evaluate the mobile object and mobi le agent 
abstractions, in an attempt to understand exactl y what each has to offer, and how that 
might affect how we build di stributed systems. In this chapter, we eva luate how 
successfull y each prototype responds to the scellarios for change that were generated 
from data collected in the case study of I.T.L, and report on the lessons learned and 
insights gained during these experiments. 
7.2 Generating Useable Metrics 
Evaluating software archi tectures is a notorious ly hard task [Whitmire97] . There are 
very few establi shed techniques or measurements for gathering data, and although 
software engineering as a discipline stri ves to emulate the classical sciences, we are 
still a long way off. Instead of f0n11al equations, we have methodologies for 
developing metrics. They include: the Quality Function Deployment approach 
[Kogure83], the Software Quality Metrics approach [Boehm76] [McCall77] and the 
Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [Basili94] [Solingen99]. Basi li' s GQM 
methodology was selected to evaluate the systems as it enjoys widespread popularity 
and support withi n the software engineering community. 
In the nex t sections, we presen t an overview of the GQM methodology, and the 
principle goals, questions and metrics identified for the ystems. 
7.2.1 The Goal 
The GQM methodology is based upon the assumption that to ga in a practical measure 
one must fi rst understand and specify the goals of the software being measured, and 
the goa ls of the measuring process. More specifically, it is important to specify what 
is being evaluated, what task it should fulfill and from what perspective to view the 
measurements. Once thi s framework has been established, it is possible to direct 
investigation and measurement towards the data that defines the goals operationally. 
The generated framework is also useful when interpreting the data. 
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The overall goal of our evaluation can be stated as: 
"To evaluate each prototype system from the industrialist's perspective, with 
respect to satisfying the industrial motivations to support system agility" 
(see section 5.5) 
7.2.2 The Questions 
Having stated the goal, the process is continued by generating a broad set of questions 
that may provide some indication of the individual issues encapsulated by the main 
goal. The objective is to generate as many questions as possible, including redundant 
or invalid questions. As the process continues, it is usual to develop a hierarchical set 
of questions that can subsequently be narrowed. This refined set can then be 
answered through tangible measurements made on the system. 
To this end two workshops were held, one at MSI, Loughborough University, and one 
in the Computer Science Department of Reading University. In order to evaluate the 
prototypes with respect to the issues identified in section 5.5, the initial questions 
focused on system complexity (how easy is it to understand), and system agility (how 
easy is it to change). The results of these workshops were a large and varied set of 
questions, with many superfluous or duplicate entries. This is an expected part of the 
Basili methodology. Table 5 lists the focused set of questions that remained after 
refining. 
7.2.3 The Metrics 
After several iterations of refinement, and some healthy pruning, a set of usable 
software metrics remained that could be used to evaluate the two mobile code 
systems. These are shown in Table 6. 
On their own, most of the generated metrics are extremely narrow in their focus. 
However, through combination, it is possible to arrive at some useful measures of a 
software system. In the following sections, we examine how these metrics can be 
used to evaluate the implemented systems, and discuss how well each prototype 
performs. 
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How well does the system support change? 
How easy is it to understand the system? 
How many business entities map onto data (1) 
abstractions 
How many business processes map to software (2) 
methods 
Which rea I world entities that are mobile are also (3) 
mobile in the system 
Which real world entities that are static are also (4) 
static in .the system 
How many components are there in the system (5) 
How many lines of code are there (6) 
How many comments are there (7) 
How easy it was to modify the system? 
How many conceptual entities must be changed - for (8) 
example requirement a) 
How many objects must be changed (9) 
How many src files must be changed (10) 
How many interactions must be changed (11) 
How many components are there in the system (5) + (6) 
relative to the size 
How many real world entities map to a software (1)+(2)+(3)+(4) 
component 
How many components must be changed (9) 
How many interactions must be changed (11) 
How many inter-entity connections are there (12) 
How many methods of the object are public (13) 
Table 5. Questions generated using the Basili GQM Method 
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(1) Identify information-based abstractions in the real world. Compare 
with info based abstractions in the software 
(2) Identify process-based abstractions in the real world. Compare 
with processes evident in the software. 
(3) Identify mobile elements of the real world, compare with mobile 
elements in the software 
(4) Identify static elements of the real world, compare with static 
elements in the software 
(5) Count the components 
(6) Count lines of code 
(7) Count comments, and get ratio of comments/method 
(8) Count num changes to entities for each requirement 
(9) Count num changes to objects for each requirement 
(10) Count num changes to interactions for each requirement 
(11) Count how many files are changed for each requirement 
(12) Count number of inter object method invocations 
(13) Count number of public methods 
Table 6. Metrics Generated using the GQM Method 
7.3 Evaluating Semantic Alignment 
It has been demonstrated that semantic alignment between real world abstractions and 
components of a software system is important when attempting to build agile software 
systems [Coutts98bJ. It is also a factor in how responsive a software system may be 
to change. To understand what the implications are for semantic alignment, when 
using mobile code, and to compare the two mobile code prototypes, we require some 
way of measuring how well the abstractions of the real world are embodied in 
software, and how well they resemble the real world model. For this, we have 
developed a term called Conceptual Diffusion. 
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7.3.1 Conceptual Diffusion 
Conceptual Diffusion is defined as a measure of: 
"The degree to which a single concept or semantic abstraction in the 
application domain maps to the components in a software system." 
Therefore, we may say that: 
CD=A/B 
Evaluation 
Where CD is conceptual diffusion, A is the number of concepts included in this 
abstraction, and B is the number of components in which this abstraction is embodied. 
Conceptual diffusion can be examined at different levels of granularity to gain 
different perspectives on a situation. For example, in a software system that is 
intended to support a Sales Order Process we expect the concept of an Order to be 
present. On analysis, we find that in both the agent and the object systems the 
concept of an Order is split over four separate components. Thus, in these two 
systems, the concept of an Order can be said to have a conceptual diffusion rating of 
four (see Table 7). 
Table 7 also shows the results of metrics (1) and (2). These metrics are examples of 
examining conceptual diffusion at a larger level of granularity. For example, metric 
(I) requires the identification of all the information-based concepts within the real 
world, and a comparison with their counterparts in the software systems. Since Order 
is an information-based abstraction, it is therefore included in the results of metric (1). 
We may use Conceptual Diffusion to gain an insight into how well concepts or 
abstractions are embodied in software. 
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Table 7. Analysis of Conceptual Diffusion Present in Mobile Code 
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7.3.2 Semantic Alignment 
Conceptual Diffusion in itself is a measure of how well a software system is 
semantically aligned with those business processes it is trying to support. As it stands 
however, the conceptual diffusion measure remains relatively fine grained in its 
perspective. It does not offer an overall view of a system, rather an insight into a 
particular abstraction. 
To gain an overall perspective of a system, a compound metric has been devised. It is 
a combination ofmetrics (1) to (4) and is termed the Semantic Alignment Metric: 
SA=jIS Ps Ms Ss} 
, , , 
Ir Pr Mr Sr 
where SA is semantic alignment, I is information based abstractions, P is process 
based abstractions, M is mobile components, S is static components, s denotes in 
Ps 
software and r denotes in the real world. Thus, - is the ratio of process-based 
Pr 
abstractions in the software to the process based abstractions in the real world . 
Order ./ ./ 
Products X X 
Materials X X 
, , 
, 
Sales ./ ./ 
Stock Control ./ ./ 
Production Ctrl X X 
Manufacturing ./ ./ 
Purchasing X X 
Dispatch ./ ./ 
Table 8. Results of Metrics (3) and (4) 
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This metric can be used to analyse a system and to assess how well the software 
system reflects the semantics of the application domain. A comparison with the ideal 
alignment of {I, I, I, I} can be used as a measure to gauge how difficult it might be to 
understand the software, given an understanding of the application domain. Table 8 
shows the results of metrics (3) and (4). 
By combining the results of the first four metrics, we are able to state that: 
For the Mobile Object System Semantic Alignment = {4,22/6,1I3,2/3} 
For the Mobile Agent System Semantic Alignment = {4,2116, 1I3,2/3} 
7.3.3 Commentary 
The results of the Conceptual Diffusion and Semantic Alignment analysis show that 
both Mobile Agent and Mobile Object systems should be easy to understand, as the 
abstractions in the real world align reasonably well with the components of the 
software systems. The information abstractions from the real world are on average 
spread over four components in the implementations. When considering mobile and 
static component alignment, for both systems, a third of the components in the domain 
are modelled as mobile in the implementation, and two thirds of the static components 
in the domain are modelled as static elements in the implementations. 
The difference in the two systems is shown when considering the semantic alignment 
of the business process. Here the mobile agent system is shown to have better 
semantic alignment than the mobile object system as the process logic for the SOP is 
contained solely within the OrderAgent and not diffused across both the SalesAgent 
and the OrderObject. Therefore, we can conclude that the mobile agent solution 
provides better semantic alignment with the real world business processes it supports. 
If we consider contemporary distributed systems, we find they have no facility to 
support mobile components in a system. Therefore, they would be unable to 
implement any of the mobile abstractions. Instead, these abstractions would have to 
be diffused over several static components. If we consider the requirement for a stub, 
skeleton and IDL file, in addition to the client and server implementations, then the 
conceptual diffusion would be considerable. Since mobile code systems are equally 
adept at building static components, we can also postulate that mobile code systems 
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increase the semantic alignment between the real world and its supporting software 
systems, for any system that is not constructed from completely static components. 
In addition, these new metrics are not merely restricted to use after the fact, but can be 
used proactively during the specification process, before any software has actually 
been built. Ensuring good semantic alignment of a software system before production 
will undoubtedly save both time and money in the long term. In particular, these 
metrics can be useful for identifying those components that should be mobile, and 
those that should be static. With increasing numbers of mobile code systems being 
built, this will prove an increasingly important aspect of system analysis and design 
7.4 Evaluating System Agility 
In order to evaluate the agility of a system it is necessary to make changes to that 
system. The case study of I.T.L. highlighted several real-world industrial 
requirements for agility that a company may have for a distributed SOP system. 
Using these requirements as scenarios for change, modifications to both the mobile 
agent and mobile object implementations were undertaken, in order to evaluate the 
agility of each system. 
7.4.1 Change Capability 
The GQM methodology enabled the derivation of several metrics that can be used to 
measure certain changes in a software system after modification. These 
measurements are specified by metrics (8), (9), (IO) and (\1). Individually, they 
enable us to measure narrow slices of change to a system. However, by combining 
these metrics it is possible to produce a more encompassing measure of agility. This 
set has been termed Change Capability, and is described by: 
where Change Capability CC, for a required change, is the set of the changes to the 
number of objects (0), the number of src files (s), the number of interactions (I) and 
the number of conceptual entities (s), between states u and~. A conceptual entity is 
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analogous to the abstraction or concept referred to in the previous sections. For 
example, it could be an Order, or a StockControlAgent. Interactions are those 
exchanges of information between objects, usually via method invocations, although 
for agents this also applies to any messaging dialogue they might enter. Changes to 
those interactions will usually imply changing a method signature. 
Change Capability can be used to compare systems or to get a measure of the agility 
of the system relative to the ideal {O,O,O,O}. For the mobile object and mobile agent 
systems Change Capability for each requirement is summarised in Table 9. 
The addition of new sales agents {O,O,O,O} {O,O,O,O} 
The addition of new stock control centres {3,3,1,2} {3,3,1,2} 
The removal of new additions As A or B As A or B 
Allowing changes to the business logic of {l,l,O,l} {2,2,O,2} the SOP to be made easily 
Table 9. Change Capability metric sets after "scenarios for change" 
7.4.2 Commentary 
Again, these results show that both systems are relatively easy to change. Adding 
new sales facilities requires only the instantiation of new SalesAgents that incurs zero 
changes to the system code. New stock control centres can be added through a low 
number of changes that are the same for both systems. The difference between the 
systems becomes apparent when making changes to the Sales Order Process logic. In 
the mobile agent system, this logic is contained solely in the single mobile 
OrderAgent, whereas in the mobile object system it is contained in both the 
SalesAgent and the OrderObject. 
The Change Capability metric can be used by a system designer to evaluate how 
responsive to change their system has been after a specific change. It is possible to 
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deduce areas that require refactoring, or are particularly troublesome when 
undertaking change. For example, consider the CC set {5, 20, 20, I}. We see that for 
this change, although only one conceptual entity was changed, there were twenty 
changes to source files, five changes to objects, and twenty changes to the interactions 
of those objects. Changing the signature of twenty methods in five objects to enable a 
change in a single entity can cause serious problems and should lead the designer to 
review how diffuse this particular entity actually was. Of course, this is also revealed 
by the Conceptual Diffusion metric. 
While both implementations have demonstrated they are relatively agile, the question 
of whether they are more agile than a contemporary distributed system remains open. 
Certainly, it is unlikely that a traditional system will be any more agile than the 
mobile object system, since Remote Computation and Client/Server are very close in 
terms of the abstraction they offer. Nevertheless, we are able to assert that the mobile 
agent system has shown that it is more agile than the mobile object system. This 
increased agility was due to the reduced conceptual diffusion and improved semantic 
alignment that the mobile agent abstraction allows. In the next section, we pursue this 
matter by examining loose coupling, a central issue to building agile software 
systems. 
7.5 Evaluating Loose Coupling 
To build loosely coupled systems, components of that system should not be linked 
directly to form a complex network of interactions and inter-dependencies. Instead, 
they should remain distinct abstractions, embodying the concept of their real world 
equivalents. Components can then be assembled into a software system, with no prior 
knowledge of each other. 
7.5.1 Evaluating Coupling in Mobile Code Systems 
We have already seen in the preceding sections that distributed systems built with 
mobile code are able to minimise conceptual diffusion. This enables an extremely 
good alignment between real world processes and their supporting software 
counterparts. On examination of the static software entities in our systems, for 
example SalesAgents, StockControlAgents, ManufacturingAgents, etc, we find that 
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they are fully decoupled from each other. During execution of the system, there is no 
communication or interaction between any of the static components. Any 
communication that does take place within the systems is between static and mobile 
entities. Until a mobile entity alights at a host and attempts to interact with a static 
one, there is no coupling between any of the components. This is significant, since 
the system only experiences tighter coupling during a dialogue between components, 
i.e. when a mobile entity wishes to communicate with a static one. Of course, this 
dialogue depends upon prior knowledge on the part of the mobile entity as to what 
language the other agent understands, be it a syntactic dialect, or a more complex 
semantic conversation. In a private, controlled system however, this knowledge will 
always be available. In addition, since there are very few types of component that are 
mobile it is simple to alter the interactions, by updating the mobile agent population. 
Research is being undertaken so a dialogue may be established with no 
foreknowledge [Martin99J. Although this is currently in the static, intelligent agents 
domain, in time it will naturally be applied to that of mobile agents. 
7.5.2 Commentary 
Our prototype systems have demonstrated extremely low, if not non-existent, 
component coupling until runtime. Contemporary distributed systems such as 
CORBA do support loose coupling in the same inherent manner [Coutts98bJ. 
Components in these systems that wish to communicate require implicit knowledge of 
each other's interfaces. These interfaces are the central aspect of building distributed 
systems with traditional technology. 
"You should be able to look only at the IDL and know precisely how to 
implement against it." [Vinoski99J 
Therefore, even if the key conceptual abstractions remain embodied in large grained 
components, for these components to interact they must be aware of each other a 
priory, and inevitably end up intermeshed with each other. The work of Coutts and 
Edwards has shown that it is possible to build loosely coupled systems with traditional 
technology by employing additional design patterns and forethought. The author 
believes that being required to follow this enforced route is simply increasing the 
cognitive complexity of building distributed systems. Something that is already an 
onerous task. 
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This circumstance arises since location transparency, the abstraction employed in 
contemporary distributed systems, does not support loose coupling inherently. 
Distributed systems built with this abstraction rely on component interface signatures 
for identification, and to facilitate communication. Coutts and Edwards [Coutts98b] 
have demonstrated that with further software architectures a certain degree of loose 
coupling can be achieved. Their use of the Mediator pattern has one drawback 
however - all components that wish to interact must do so via the Mediator. The 
strength of this approach is also its main weakness. By enforcing a policy of 
mediation, the distributed system is also subjected to centralised control, and thus the 
Mediator is a single point of failure. Building distributed software systems with a 
single point of failure is known as a bad technique. 
In a contemporary distributed system the concept of physical location is hidden. 
However, for two components to interact there must be some form of identification 
involved. This identification manifests itself through the interface types of the 
interacting components. Therefore, in reality the purpose of identification by 
interface is to enable the location of a component that can provide the required 
services. The core information in the task of locating a component is no longer 
physical location, rather it is the interface. Although the major tenet of this 
abstraction is location transparency, it is clear that the task of locating components 
remains. It has merely been replaced by an alternative method. Of course, 
practitioners of contemporary distributed systems argue that location transparency as 
provided by the abstraction is for the benefit of those who build and use the system. 
This may be the case, but we must also consider the implications of using this 
abstraction on the supporting technology, i.e. the distribution infrastructure. 
Traditional Technology Interface Interface 
Mobile code systems Location Interface 
Table 10. Requirement of Distribnted Systems 
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On the other hand, components in distributed systems built with the local interaction 
abstraction do not rely on interface signatures to be located. Instead, they employ 
physical location as the information required for location. This is an important 
difference. By retaining location as the locator, the mobile code abstraction divorces 
the distribution mechanism from the dialogue constraints. This is shown in Table 10. 
This separation has important implications for how tightly coupled a system might be. 
By divorcing distribution from dialogue, distributed systems can be much more 
loosely coupled until runtime. At the outset, all that two components who wish to 
communicate must know about each other is their respective locations. It is only 
when they actually wish to interact that they become more tightly coupled. The 
difference to contemporary technologies is in the timing of when it is required. 
The implications of this subtle change are fundamental. System agility is affected by 
the coupling of components within a system, and in this respect, we argue that local 
interaction does indeed support looser coupling than traditional distribution 
technologies. By divorcing the mechanism for distribution from the dialogue, 
components in a system can be loosely coupled right up until the moment of 
interaction. Although once engaged in dialogue the components become tightly 
coupled, the moment of coupling has been delayed. Therefore, we may conclude that 
mobile code systems are more loosely coupled, and this looser coupling enables 
improved system agility when compared with traditional distribution technology. 
The important issue to understand is why there are such marked differences between 
the abstraction offered by current distribution technologies and that offered by mobile 
code. In chapter one we examined the history of computing and saw how the 
computing landscape we inhabi~ today has been formed through the gradual layering 
of ascending abstractions. This is not a problem, since abstractions are an extremely 
useful tool for reducing the complexity of a situation, removing the minutiae so one 
might contemplate the problem at hand with clarity. However, what is important 
about abstraction is the importance of using an appropriate one. One that is able to 
accurately describe the real situation, without losing any important information. 
It has been the author's belief that the major tenet of RM-ODP systems, that of 
location transparency, is fundamentally flawed in this respect. The first notion of this 
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abstraction arose when Birrel and Nelson attempted to take the extremely successful 
abstraction of IPC, and apply it to many networked machines, in order to make local 
and remote calls look identical. This philosophy has prevailed and been extended so 
that we currently employ an abstraction that attempts to make every object or 
component in a distributed system believe they are executing in the same computing 
machine. However, by attempting to "shoehorn" an abstraction that was perfectly 
suited for the underlying hardware, i.e. a single von Neumann machine, onto many 
computing machines an important piece of information has been lost from the 
abstraction - location. Waldo et al identifY several problems of distributed systems 
but do not offer a clear reason for these problems. We propose that it is due to the 
loss of location from the distribution abstraction. Identification of components in the 
network can no longer be achieved via their location, instead they must be identified 
by their interface signatures. 
The assertion of the author is that although this technology can indeed build 
successful distributed systems, the drawbacks do not warrant the effort. The price for 
using the interface as a locator is tightly coupled systems that are difficult to change. 
Instead of enabling location transparency, mobile code systems enable local 
interaction, an abstraction ideally suited to single von Neumann machines. By using 
physical location as a locator, mobile code systems are able to separate the issues of 
distribution from the issues of dialogue, and thus these systems are more loosely 
coupled. Additionally, they provide improved semantic alignment, and thus reduce 
the cognitive complexity of the system. 
Employing the correct abstraction can have fundamental consequences to building 
distributed systems. Instead of a flat plane of components that all believe they are in 
the same host, the mobile code abstraction removes this opacity of RM-ODP and 
exposes the rich network environment. 
7.6 Concluding Remarks 
Evaluating software systems is never an easy task. The evaluation in this thesis has 
been undertaken following Basili's GQM methodology. Using this technique a set of 
tangible metrics was developed to assist in the evaluation of the two mobile code 
systems. The motivation for the experimental work carried out in this thesis was to 
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demonstrate the feasibility of actually building distributed systems with mobile code 
technology, and to investigate the implications for system agility when using this new 
paradigm. 
We initially examined the issue of semantic alignment and compared our two 
prototype systems. The experimental work has shown that by reducing the conceptual 
diffusion in a system, the mobile agent abstraction is able to offer improved semantic 
alignment with the business process it is intended to support when compared to the 
mobile object system. The difference is barely significant in our systems, but could 
easily be magnified in a full size system. In the process of this evaluation, two 
software metrics have been developed to assist the system designer in identifying 
which components, if any should be mobile. 
On examination, system agility is a harder issue to resolve. The experimental work 
has shown that mobile code systems are relatively agile, with the mobile agent 
abstraction being slightly more so than the mobile object abstraction. The differences 
in each implementation with respect to agility are identical to the differences in 
semantic alignment. This is due to lower conceptual diffusion in the mobile agent 
system, something that is enabled by the autonomy of the agent metaphor. 
When looking at loose coupling we see no difference between the mobile object and 
mobile agent prototypes. However, in general component coupling in these systems 
is extremely low. This is in marked contrast to distributed systems built with the 
location transparency abstraction. Although our work does not shed any further 
quantitative light onto this matter, our observations do support the argument made in 
Part I of this thesis: that location transparency is fundamentally flawed. Our 
conclusion is that this is further exacerbated by combining the information used for 
location of components with that required for a dialogue. Local transparency on the 
other hand separates these two issues, and is thus able to build more loosely coupled 
systems that are more responsive to change. 
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8 Conclusions 
Building distributed systems is not a new endeavour. We have been doing so for as 
long as we have been networking computers. However, the types of system being 
built, and the nature of the underlying network are evolving beyond the wildest 
dreams of the early network pioneers. Networks are becoming pervasive in society, 
and the dream of ubiquitous computing is finally being realised. These new networks 
bring new requirements for how we build distributed systems. We can no longer 
guarantee network reliability or even topology. Our existing technologies and 
infrastructures are beginning to creak under the strain. 
This thesis has been concerned with how we build distributed systems. Instead of 
focusing merely on the technology used to implement them, we have also focused on 
the abstractions employed in their construction. These immensely powerful concepts 
allow us to manage the complexity of a situation, by removing those details we 
consider inessential. After all, the central essence of any paradigm is the abstractions 
it embodies. The major contributions of this thesis have been: 
• An extensive philosophical argument and critique of abstractions for 
distribution 
• The demonstration of the feasibility of building real-world distributed systems 
with mobile code infrastructures 
• The creation of the new software metrics of Conceptual Diffusion, Semantic 
Aligurnent and Change Capability 
• Quantitative comparisons of the Mobile Agent and Remote Computation 
abstractions 
In Part I, Understanding, we traced the emergence of abstractions in computing, and 
built a philosophical understanding and critique of the abstractions used to construct 
distributed software systems. The central thesis of this work is that by employing the 
location transparency abstraction, and attempting to create the illusion that all 
components exist within the same computational machine, contemporary distributed 
systems are fundamentally flawed as they break the Tower of Abstractions by 
attempting to impose an unsuitable abstraction on the underlying computational 
substrate. We have demonstrated that location transparency was a wrong fork in the 
evolutionary road of distribution. Our proposal is that a new abstraction, local 
interaction (embodied in mobile code infrastructures), that returns to the core 
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successes of the von Neumann computational machine is a more suitable abstraction 
with which to build distributed systems in today's ubiquitous networks. Removing 
location from the abstraction has proven detrimental to the agility of systems built 
with this technology, since the issues of distribution have become tied with those of 
dialogue. Whilst we advocate the use of abstraction, we believe that location 
transparency loses essential information when employed. We believe that Part I of 
this thesis contributes by raising the level of conceptual understanding surrounding 
the mobile code paradigm. 
The arguments presented in Part I are extensive, and a full experimental investigation 
was deemed beyond the scope and timescale of a PhD. Instead, our horizons were 
shortened to encompass the first steps along the long path of validating the argument. 
Part n, Using and Evaluating, is therefore a report on our experiences of mobile code 
in the real world. To date, the mobile code research arena has remained relatively 
immature, and the dearth of real systems has hampered its development. With this in 
mind, our experimental work was based upon a business process model generated 
from an industrial case study. We reported on the creation of two prototype systems 
that embodied the Mobile Agent and Remote Computation abstractions, part of the 
mobile code family of abstractions. In this, we have achieved our first aim; to 
demonstrate the feasibility of building real world distributed systems with mobile 
code. We also wish to comment on the relative merits of each prototype. 
In the course of the experimental work, we subjected our systems to real world 
pressures in the form of Scenarios for Change, also generated from the case study. 
During the subsequent evaluation, we developed several metrics using the Basili 
GQM methodology. The metrics of Conceptual Diffusion, Semantic Alignment and 
Change Capability have proved to be useful techniques for evaluation that can be used 
during both the specification process, and post construction. In addition, we have 
tried to consider 'the full lifecycle of our systems, an exercise that has produced 
several supporting tools and proto-pattems. 
Our evaluation of the two mobile code prototypes draws us to conclude that the 
mobile agent abstraction is the more useful to employ. From our experiments, we 
observe that mobile agents enjoy increased semantic alignment and system agility 
when compared to the remote computation abstraction. The differences in each 
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implementation anse due to the lower conceptual diffusion of the mobile agent 
system, something that is enabled by the autonomy of the agent metaphor. 
We believe that this thesis is a beginning, an initial monograph on abstractions for 
distribution. It is clear that location transparency is unsuitable for some types of 
system we wish to build, and that mobile code offers a viable alternative. This is not 
to say that all distributed systems should be built with mobile code. Mobile agents 
offer us a solution for networks where topology, quality of service and varying 
bandwidth are the core issues. We should appreciate the nuances of each abstraction, 
so that we may apply them in the correct situation. 
8.1 Future work 
As has been mentioned, the arguments made in Part I are extensive, and their scope 
beyond that which can be considered in the timescale of a PhD. This is not to say we 
have not contemplated what would be required. The experiments described in this 
thesis have been a first step. We have demonstrated the viability of mobile code, and 
our results indicate that the mobile agent abstraction supports good system agility. 
The question of whether mobile code technology is superior to contemporary 
technology remains open. It is very difficult to compare the two, since the maturity 
levels of the technologies differs greatly. Distributed systems built around the RM-
ODP model have been around for over a decade with much industry development, 
whilst mobile agent systems have been around merely a few years. 
We believe the next stage of validation for our philosophical argument would be to 
undertake a course of research to directly compare Mobile Agents with RM-ODP. To 
avoid the differences in technology maturity, we envisage building each abstraction 
from the ground up. A clean room implementation of both abstractions would allow a 
more valid and comprehensive comparative analysis. Further, it is clear that software 
patterns and software metrics evolve throughout their lifetime. Through use, 
practitioners are able to refine them. We believe additional software metrics would 
support this investigative work. 
As has already been mentioned, an obvious avenue for future work would be to 
continue the SOP implementation undertaken in this thesis. The current model 
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embodied in our prototypes has many areas where it can be expanded. Increasing the 
size and complexity of our systems would allow us to reapply the scenarios for 
change. A comparative study with our current results would be a valuable exercise to 
ascertain how much of an effect size and complexity has on system agility. We 
should also be searching for collaborative partners on other continents to truly test 
how successfully each system supports distribution. 
Finally, the creation of a modelling language that includes the facility to specify 
mobile components would be an invaluable addition to the system designer's toolbox. 
Current modelling languages, such as UML [Booch97J, do not include the concept of 
mobility. Extending de facto industry methodologies is a sure fire way to ensure 
widespread adoption of new ideas and technologies. 
8.2 Commentary 
Using mobility is not just about what the technology can do for you. It is also about a 
fundamental change of mindset. By removing the conceptual block that is the plane 
of transparency, distributed systems designers can begin to appreciate the rich 
environment that is the network. If we remain faithful to the Tower of Abstractions, 
and employ the network as our communications infrastructure, we draw on the 
strengths of the von Neumann machine and the network suite, whilst divorcing the 
issues of distribution from those of dialogue. 
In hindsight, it is easy to illustrate the reasons our computing evolution meandered 
down the location transparency fork. Recently an expanding community has realised 
there are problems with this approach. As a software engineering community in the 
large, we must be brave enough to face up to those problems, and admit our mistakes. 
It is better to attack the problem as early as possible, than build ever more elaborate 
software constructs to support a dying abstraction. The ideas generated during the 
work undertaken in this thesis have allowed the author to view distribution from a 
different perspective. Local interaction is beginning to establish itself as a valid tool 
for building earthbound distributed systems, but it has already been considered for 
perhaps the ultimate distributed system - a space based network [Papaioannou99cJ. 
There can be no question of location transparency being employed when the distances 
involved in this type of network are considered! 
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Mobile agents have shown considerable early promise. The future they depict is one 
of a rich network environment, inhabited by an ecology of autonomous agents. Nodes 
in the network become islands of resources, on which agents may alight to take 
advantage of resources locally. The population consists of mobile and static agents, 
all enjoying some level of autonomy, ranging from simple task specific instructions, 
to complex autonomous agent architectures. The mobile agents live in the network, 
able to migrate, clone, sleep, wake, but in reality insert a new layer of abstraction over 
the underlying computation substrate. They act for other agents, or their human 
owners. The static agents are brokers for immovable resources such as printers or 
databases. In this virtual ecology, we see the glimpses of our future computing. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
Program listing of an example OrderAgent: 
package uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.mascenario; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.mascenario.tasks.*; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.*; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.order.*; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.utils.*; 
import corn.ibm.aglet.*; 
import com.ibm.aglet.event.*; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.Date; 
1** 
Appendices 
* A simple QueryAglet that can be created by a Master and tasked 
* with tracking down the stock levels of a product from a list of 
* hosts. 
* 
* @version 
* 
* version 
* 
* 
* 
* version 
* 
* 
* 
* version 
* 
* 
* 
* version 
* 
* version 
* 
* @author 
*1 
2.1 10/11/98 
2.0 21110198 
Changed from a properties lookup for 
the DataSource to multicast messaging 
Most of the required logic has now 
been refactored and shifted to the 
Task classes. Allows for far more 
modulari ty. 
1.2 18/10/98 Query can now handle missing data 
sources and also the addition of 
subsequent tasks, after the 
completion of the first one. 
1.1 08/10/98 Query aglet is now able to complete 
Itinerary and request a retraction 
Removed MakeRequest and added it to 
StockRequestTask. Makes more sense. 
1.01 25/09/98 Added capability to create with 
details and receive an Itinerary. 
1.00 23/09/98 First attempt. 
Todd Papaioannou 
public class QueryAglet extends BlindAglet ( 
II Our data variables 
AgletProxy data Proxy ~ null; 
ResultSet res Set ~ null; 
AgletProxy mProxy ~ null; 
Slaveltin itin ~ null; 
Order order ~ null; 
II Do some tasks when the aglet is created 
public void onCreation(Object init) ( 
II Pass up the hierarchy 
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super.onCreation(init); 
SlaveDetails det = (SlaveDetails)init; 
II Must make a note of the master here 
mProxy = det.getMaster(); 
II Initialise our important internals 
res Set = new ResultSet(getAgletID()); 
order = det.getOrder(); 
II Add our own listener and adapter 
addMobilityListener( 
new MobilityAdapter() 
int counter = 0; 
Appendices 
II Using this as a safety check in case we get caught 
II in a loop in the same host 
public void onArrival(MobilityEvent event) { 
if (counter> 1) 
Systern.out.println("ACounter = " + 
new Integer (counter) .toString()); 
counter++i 
if (counter> 3) ( 
System.out.println("Self destructing!"); 
try ( 
event.getAgletProxy() .dispose(); 
catch (Exception e) ( 
System.out.println(e.toString()); 
public void onDispatching(MobilityEvent event) ( 
counter = 0; 
public void onReverting(MobilityEvent event) ( 
appendMessage("Being retracted by Master to 
homebase. ") i 
); 1* End of Adapter *1 
II Test run 
public void run() ( 
IISystem.out.println("\nInto run"); 
II Just a safety check, in case of delay 
while (itin == null) { 
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
waitMessage(l * 1000); 
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II Do we have an itinerary and is this the last stop? 
if ((itin !~ null) && itin.atLastDestination()) { 
Appendices 
II Let's get a reference to the final Task object. 
GenericTask task ~ 
(GenericTask)itin.getTaskAt(itin.size()-l); 
1** 
try ( 
task.finishTasks(itin); 
} catch (Exception e) ( 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
* Handle ourselves being killed gracefully 
* 
public void onDisposing() 
)*1 
1** 
II Clear up and get rid of our itinerary 
i tin. clear () ; 
removeMobilityListener(itin); 
* Returns true if the current host is our origin 
*1 
public boolean atHome() ( 
1** 
if (getAgletlnfo() .getOrigin() .equals(getAgletContext(). \ 
getHostingURL() .toString())) 
return true; 
else 
return false; 
* Allows a slave to contact it's master and ask for a 
* retraction. Useful since the Master has no idea where the 
* Slave might have ended up. 
*1 
public void returnHome() ( 
1** 
try 
Message rnsg = new Message("RetractMe"); 
msg.setArg("url", getAgletContext() .getHostingURL()); 
msg. setArg ("id", getAgletID () ) ; 
mProxy.sendOnewayMessage(msg); 
catch (InvalidAgletException iae) 
System. out. println ("1 " + iae. toString () ) ; 
catch (Exception e) ( 
System.out.println("2 " + e.toString()); 
* Find out who is the data source in this context 
*1 
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public boolean whoSource() { 
try 
ReplySet set getAgletContext().multicastMessage 
(new Message("DataSource?")); 
1** 
II Give any sluggards a chance 
while (!set.isAnyAvailable()) 
waitMessage(1*10); 
FutureReply future = set.getNextFutureReply(); 
Object reply = future.getReply(); 
AgletID aid = (AgletID) reply; 
dataProxy = getAgletContext().getAgletProxy(aid); 
catch (NotHandledException ex) ( 
System.out.println(ex); 
dataProxy = null; 
catch (MessageException ex) 
System.out.println(ex); 
data Proxy = null; 
if (dataProxy != null) 
return true; 
else 
return false; 
* Attempt to handle any incoming messages 
*1 
public boolean handleMessage(Message msg) { 
1** 
if (msg. sameKind ("Itinerary")) ( 
itin = (Slaveltin)msg.getArg(); 
appendMessage("Itinerary received, starting trip."); 
itin.startTrip(); 
else ( 
System.out.println(rnsg.toString()); 
return false; 
return true; 
* Override super class method to allow for easy redirection 
* during testing. 
*1 
public void appendMessage(String text) 
System.out.println{"[" + getNarne{) + "] " + text); 
1** 
* Return the current order we are dealing with 
*1 
public Order getOrder() 
return order; 
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/** 
* Return our current result set 
*/ 
public ResultSet getResults() 
return resSeti 
/** 
* Allow someone to try to clear our result set 
*/ 
public void clearResults() 
resSet = null; 
/** 
* Return a reference to our Master's proxy 
*/ 
public AgletProxy getMasterProxy() 
return mProxy; 
} 
/** 
* Return a reference to the DataAglet's proxy 
*/ 
public AgletProxy getDataProxy() 
return dataProxYi 
/** 
* Return a reference to our Itinerary 
*/ 
public Slaveltin getltin() ( 
return itini 
/* End of Class */ 
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AppendixB 
Program listing of an example Agent Task: 
package uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.mascenario.tasks; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.*; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.utils.*; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.rnascenario.*; 
import uk.ac.lboro.todd.aglets.order.*; 
import com.ibm.aglet.*; 
import com.ibm.agletx.util.*; 
import java.net.URL; 
1** 
Appendices 
* StockRequestTask - a task that allows an agent to make a request 
* to a DataSource aglet. The request is encapsulated within the 
* Order object the slave carries around with it. 
* 
* @version 
* 
* @version 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* @version 
* 
* @version 
* @version 
* 
* @author 
*1 
2.1 
2.0 
loll 
1.10 
1. 00 
04/11/98 
21/10/98 
08/10/98 
08/10/98 
28/09/98 
Todd Papaioannou 
First attempt with MA instead 
of MO's. Added evalResult(). 
Massive refactoring of the 
code. Very little of the behaviour of 
the Aglet relies on code in run() 
The addition of finishTasks allows 
for a much simpler and more modular 
approach to design of Slave agents. 
MakeRequest has been added from 
QueryAglet. Makes more sense. 
StockRequest now fully functional 
First attempt. 
public class StockRequestTask extends GenericTask ( 
1** 
* Use this to allow us a better view of what goes on at a host 
*1 
static boolean pause ~ true; 
1I Our owner aglet 
QueryAglet qag ~ null; 
Result result ~ null; 
1** 
* The actual work associated with this Task. 
*1 
public void execute(SeqItinerary itin) throws Exception ( 
II Find out who the data source is 
AgletProxy proxy ~ itin.getOwnerAglet(); 
qag ~ (QueryAglet)proxy.getAglet(); 
URL currentHost ~ qag.getAgletContext() .getHostingURL(); 
II Is this the last desination? 
if (itin.atLastDestination() 
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} 
// We must still have some tasks to do. 
// Is there a data source handy? 
if (gag.whoSource() !~ true) { 
qag. appendMessage ("No damn data source! 11) ; 
// Are we actually at the last address? 
if (!currentHost.toString(). 
eguals(itin.getAddressAt(itin.size()-1)) ) { 
else 
// Make it easier to see what's actually going on 
if (pause) 
gag.waitMessage(2*1000); 
gag.appendMessage("Proceeding to next stop on \ 
Itinerary"); 
qag.appendMessage("Found a data source."); 
// Get our info from the data source 
makeReguest(); 
gag.appendMessage("Finished Reguest, evaluating \ 
results."); 
evalResult(); 
// End of execute 
/** 
* Make a reguest for an Order to be checked. 
*/ 
public void makeReguest() { 
try 
Object reply ~ gag.getDataProxy() .sendMessage( 
new Message ("0rder", new NamedOrder(qag.getNarne(), 
gag.getOrder()))); 
result ~ (Result)reply; 
catch (InvalidAgletException ex) 
System.out.println(ex); 
catch (NotHandledException ex) 
System.out.println(ex); 
catch (MessageException ex) ( 
System. out.println (" [ERROR] Make Reguest Failed because \ 
of: \n" + ex.getException ()); 
System.out.println(ex); 
// Let's put some artificial pausing in. Looks good for the 
// humans! 
if (pause) { 
for (int i~O; i < 160; i++) 
System.aut.print("."); 
System.out.println("\n"); 
// End of makeReguest 
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1** 
* Can this host satisfy our order? 
*1 
private void evalResult() ( 
} 
boolean success = false; 
if (result.getlndicator() == Result.YES) { 
qag. appendMessage ("We have a RESULT!"); 
qag. appendMessage ("Resul t " + result. getHost () + " will \ 
satisfy this order."); 
success = true; 
II Add this result to our set for future reference. 
qag.getResults() .addResult«Result)result); 
if (success) ( 
commitOrder(); 
else ( 
qag.appendMessage("Current host cannot satisfy order. \ 
Going to next host. I' ); 
II This routine allows us to attempt to commit and order 
private void commitOrder() { 
try 
String reply = (String)qag.getDataProxy().sendMessage( 
new Message ("Commit", new NamedOrder(qag.getName(), 
qag.getOrder())) ); 
II We have successfully committed the Order 
if (reply.equals("Committed")) ( 
qag.appendMessage("Order successfully committed."); 
qag.getMasterProxy() .sendOnewayMessage(new Message 
("Committed", qag.getOrder() .getOrderNurnber())); 
qag.appendMessage("Tasks have been completed. \ 
Disposing of myself."); 
II Kill ourselves 
qag.dispose(); 
else if (reply.equals("OutOfStock")) 
qag.appendMessage("Out of Stock!"); 
qag.getMasterProxy() .sendOnewayMessage(new Message 
("OutOfStock", qag.getOrder() .getOrderNurnber())); 
qag.dispose(); 
else ( 
qag.appendMessage("Something messed up! Getting rid \ 
of myself."); 
qag.dispose(); 
catch (InvalidAgletException ex) 
System.out.println(ex); 
catch (NotHandledException ex) { 
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System.out.println(ex); 
catch (MessageException ex) 
System.out.println("[ERROR] Make Request Failed because \ 
of:\n" + ex.getException(»; 
System.out.println(ex); 
II Must define this since it's abstract 
public void finishTasks(Seqltinerary itin) throws Exception ( 
) 
1* End of Class *1 
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